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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud data centres enable customers to run arbitrary software systems on
virtualised infrastructure. In contrast to Software or Platform as a Service approaches, customers do not need to
adapt the design of their applications to be cloud-compatible. At the same time, they can benefit from easy
scalability and pay-as-you-go models. Customers do not pay for dedicated physical machines. Rather, they are able
to request Virtual Machines (VM) with varying characteristics, such as processing speed or memory size. Data
centre providers can assign the VMs of multiple customers within their data centre to physical machines. If the
VMs are deployed in a manner where the Quality of Service (QoS) of all customers is upheld, the data centre
provider benefits from drastically larger economy of scale when compared to traditional one-customer-per-server
hosting. The efficient utilisation of the underlying physical infrastructure including management and topology
optimisation determines the costs and ultimately the business success for data centre operators.
The CACTOS project develops an integrated solution for runtime monitoring, optimisation and prediction. The
solution supports data centre providers in data centre management and planning. CACTOS consists of two toolkits:


The CACTOS Runtime Toolkit facilitates automated resource scheduling and optimisation for IaaS data
centres.



The CACTOS Prediction Toolkit enables what-if analyses including effects caused by automated resource
optimisation based on existing or planned data centre topologies.

The CACTOS Runtime Toolkit collects data on a distributed data centre as input to scheduling and optimisation
algorithms. Up-to-date load and topology measurements are essential for runtime monitoring, data collection and
optimisation. The monitoring and data collection infrastructure introduces unavoidable load in the data centre.
The benefit gained by using an automated monitoring and optimisation framework such as the CACTOS Runtime
Toolkit strongly depends on the amount of this additional load.
The CACTOS Prediction Toolkit requires resources to simulate the behaviour of a data centre. The size and
complexity of the simulated data centre influences the feasibility of such a simulative analysis. If the simulative
analysis takes a brief amount of time, the data centre planner can quickly account for the results of the simulation
and adjust his plans accordingly.
This document presents an evaluation methodology for the CACTOS Toolkits as established in (D5.1 Model
Integration Method and Supporting Tooling) and (D5.2.1 CACTOS Toolkit Version 1). The evaluation focuses on
performance and scalability of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkits. The evaluation approach is driven by the use-case
specific requirements for the scientific computing use case of the University of Ulm (c.f. (D7.3.1 Validation Goals
and Metrics), (D7.4.1 Validation and Result Analysis)) and Flexiant’s business analytics IaaS hosting use case. For an
overview of the use cases, please refer to (D7.1 Scenario Requirements on Context-Aware Topology Optimisation
and Simulation) and (D7.4.1 Validation and Result Analysis). The application of the evaluation methodology
presented in this document will be outlined in (D5.5 Performance Evaluation of the CACTOS Toolkit on a Small
Cloud Testbed). The use case brought into the project by PlayGen will be included in this evaluation.
This document closely relates to the documents (D7.3.1 Validation Goals and Metrics) and (D7.4.1 Validation and
Result Analysis). These two documents outline goals and results of a practical validation of the CACTOS Runtime
Toolkit against the specific goals of each use case. Their focus is on an evaluation in small-scale testbeds and on
use-case specific benefit analyses. This document outlines an evaluation methodology that is concerned with the
applicability of CACTOS to different testbeds with respect to the performance of the CACTOS tools.
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I. OVERVIEW
The size and complexity of modern data centres have surpassed a critical boundary where the effort necessary for
the manual management of physical resources and hosted applications cannot be realised anymore. In
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) environments, customers rent virtual resources from an IaaS operator. A Virtual
Machine (VM) subsumes a set of virtual resources assigned to a customer. Customers may host any types of
applications, including the operating system, in these VMs. Data centre operators map virtual to physical
resources based on their resource usage. This allows a higher utilization of available resources and increase in
energy efficiency.
Modern cloud middleware solutions such as OpenStack or the Flexiant Cloud Orchestrator (FCO) automate this
placement of VMs onto physical machines. Current placement schemes apply simplistic mechanisms such as firstfit. Schemes that do consider the load on individual machines for placement usually neglect to react to changes in
the load at run-time. In IaaS, these changes can be addressed by using different types of run-time adaptation
operations, i.e. the migration from a VM from one server, also referred to as a node, to another in order to
redistribute load.
The CACTOS project is developing a unified approach toward the automated management and analysis of IaaS
cloud data centre resources. This allows data centre operators to leverage their infrastructure to provide services
more efficiently or at a higher quality. Two toolkits, namely the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit and the CACTOS
Prediction Toolkit, have been developed in an initial version within CACTOS in order to address the requirements
of data centre operators with respect to automated planning and operation of efficient automated resource
provisioning in an IaaS data centre.
The CACTOS Runtime Toolkit provisions resources to the VMs deployed on a data centre. It employs CactoOpt’s
optimisation algorithms and heuristics to continuously improve the assignment of VMs to physical resources.
CactoOpt uses the CACTOS Infrastructure Models as the foundation for its decisions.
The CACTOS Infrastructure Models represent the current state and topology of the physical (e.g. nodes, network)
as well as the virtual (e.g. VMs, virtual storage) data centre infrastructure. CactoScale constructs and updates the
CACTOS Infrastructure Models.
The CACTOS Prediction Toolkit allows data centre operators to perform what-if-analyses on data centre design
decisions. Using CactoSim’s data centre operators can simulate and compare different data centre topology
alternatives against each other. Beyond a comparison of static topologies, CactoSim will also integrate CactoOpt
into the simulation. Thereby, CactoSim makes the benefit of using different optimisation policies comparable.
This document presents an evaluation methodology for the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. The focus of the outlined
evaluation is on performance and scalability of the CACTOS tools on the data centre scale. Nevertheless, an
overview of the central quality dimensions that need to be evaluated in the scope of CACTOS is given.
Performance hereby is characterised as the ability of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit to perform the monitoring and
optimisation
1.

in a timely manner,

2.

with acceptable performance implications on the VMs running in the data centre, and

3.

with an acceptable frequency.
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This document defines performance requirements in relation to a performance metric. Each metric maps a set of
measurable system characteristics, such as response times or utilisations to a metric. An example metric is the
frequency with which CactoScale is able to extract and update models given a certain system configuration. The
document establishes set of well-defined repeatable performance tests for the CACTOS.
The main advantage of metrics is that they are quantifiable. Since metrics are quantifiable, it is possible to define a
set of metric values as part of the requirements towards CACTOS. First, this document defines suitable metrics for
evaluating a system’s performance and metric value goals. With this, the fulfilment of the performance metrics
can be validated automatically by comparing these measured metrics against the defined goals.
In order to evaluate scalability of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit for larger data centre environments beyond the
scope and size of the CACTOS testbeds (c.f. (D7.2.1 Physical Testbed)) scalability metrics and trend analysis are
used. This documents show how this trend analysis allows predicting the degree to which the CACTOS Runtime
Toolkit are able to manage larger testbeds.
Besides the in-depth performance and scalability evaluation methodology for the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit, an
overview of other functional and non-functional requirements is given.
The performance and scalability evaluation for the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit presented in this document also
considers the capabilities of the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit. Since the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit applies the
scalability analysis to manage a data centre at runtime, it is far more critical that it performs model updates and
optimisations in a timely manner. Since the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit uses a Discrete Event Simulation model,
updates and optimisations can be much faster than the real implementation as time between simulation events
passes almost instantly. This document discusses mostly the relevance of performance and scalability for the
simulation. As a result, it delineates which metrics can be applied to evaluate performance and scalability of the
CACTOS Prediction Toolkit.
This document specifies the developed requirements towards the CACTOS Runtime and Prediction Toolkit with
respect to the use cases provided by the project partners FLEXIANT and UULM. It derives the main performance
requirements of the Business use case from the performance requirements of customers towards the platform. All
operations of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit must not negatively affect the customers’ usage of the platform. In
order to keep the performance interference of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit on the performance of customer
applications minimal, the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit must display low usage of CPU, memory and disk space on the
compute nodes in the cloud data centre.
The evaluation methodology presented in this document focuses on the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. The architecture
of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit was established in (D5.1 Model Integration Method and Supporting Tooling) and
(D5.2.1 CACTOS Toolkit Version 1). Unlike (D7.3.1 Validation Goals and Metrics) and (D7.4.1 Validation and Result
Analysis), the focus of this document lies on the presentation of a methodology with which the performance and
scalability of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit can be evaluated. The aforementioned documents explore the
validation of functional requirements, reliability and fault tolerance of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. Beyond this,
the two documents also try to assess the qualitative benefit gained by using the CACTOS Runtime toolkit, i.e. an
improvement in efficiency. The upcoming documents (D7.3.1 Validation Goals and Metrics) and (D7.4.2 Validation
and Result Analysis) iterate on these requirements and will reflect the progress made during the course of the
CACTOS project. The performance and scalability evaluation methodology presented here will be applied and
enacted in the testbeds of the use case partners as part of the upcoming document (D5.5 Performance Evaluation
of the CACTOS Toolkit on a Small Cloud Testbed).
2|P a g e
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This document is structured as follows. Section II provides an overview of the individual tools that form the
CACTOS Runtime Toolkit and the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit. In Section III an updated overview of the CACTOS
architecture is given. The overview reflects the progress in the second year of the CACTOS project to support
additional identified requirements. Section IV presents a set of functional and non-functional quality dimensions
relevant in the scope of CACTOS. Additionally it presents specific metrics for evaluating performance and
scalability of software systems. Section IV starts by defining specific requirements towards both the CACTOS
Runtime and Prediction Toolkit and elaborates how the performance and scalability metrics apply to both toolkits.
Section V presents a performance and evaluation methodology for both toolkits based on these metrics. It
specifies how the metrics can be measured and provides a test-based methodology for evaluating performance
and scalability. Section VI outlines the evaluation scenarios in which performance and scalability will be tested for
each of the CACTOS use cases. Section VII defines quantified acceptance criteria for each of the use cases based on
the metrics defined in Section IV. Section VIII outlines a set of performance and scalability tests for individual tools
that will provide insight into the performance of the technologies used in the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit.
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II. CACTOS TOOLING OVERVIEW
This section establishes the context for the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit and presents the different tools and their
main features. The section adopts and extends the overview presented in (D5.1 Model Integration Method and
Supporting Tooling). It allows a self-contained reading of this document for readers who are not familiar with the
CACTOS tools and the CACTOS Runtime and Prediction Toolkit. For readers already familiar with D5.1 it is worth
reading this section as the description reflects the progress made as of May 2015.

Figure 1: Overview on the CACTOS Tooling Landscape

This section provides an overview on the CACTOS tooling. CACTOS brings together analysis, optimisation and
simulation of large-scale data centres, enabling data centre operators to use their infrastructure in a more efficient
manner. Figure 1 illustrates the architecture and relation of the tools in the CACTOS toolkits. CACTOS consists of
the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit for managing real-world data centres (purple area) and the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit
for the simulation and analysis of data centres (green area). The toolkits combine the functionality of CactoScale
for capturing information in real-world data centres, CactoOpt for optimising the topology of data centres, and
CactoSim for simulating data centres plus a Virtualisation Middleware Integration layer decoupling the CACTOS
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tools from technology-specific data centre Cloud computing platforms, e.g. OpenStack 1 or FCO2. The CACTOS
Runtime Toolkit brings together CactoScale and CactoOpt to enable data centre operators to automate
deployment and configuration management of the data centre. The CACTOS Prediction Toolkit integrates the
predictive simulations of CactoSim with the optimisation algorithms of CactoOpt. Using the CACTOS Prediction
Toolkit, data centre operators can evaluate the QoS of different data centre topologies optimised through
different policies under different user loads. The following describes three main tools and their respective
functionality in detail.
CactoScale captures information on the real-world data centre. It identifies the current physical and logical
topology and creates or updates the CACTOS Infrastructure Model instances accordingly. During online (or runtime) operation, CactoScale constantly measures the load within the data centre and updates the CACTOS
Infrastructure Model instances. It also has offline analysis capabilities in order to capture the detailed behaviour of
an application and build corresponding behaviour models. Only the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit uses CactoScale.
CactoOpt uses the Infrastructure Model instances for creating optimisation plans as part of the CACTOS Runtime
Toolkit. Examples for optimisations on the infrastructure are VM migrations or an increase of resources assigned
to a Virtual Machine. The optimisations are stated in an Optimisation Plan Model. It describes the order of a set of
atomic optimisation actions proposed by CactoOpt. The Virtualisation Middleware Integration carries out the
individual optimisation actions on the specific middleware used in the cloud data centre, e.g. OpenStack or FCO.
The Virtualisation Middleware Integration follows the order of actions as suggested by the Optimisation Plan
Model.
CactoSim allows performing simulations based on Infrastructure Models including the effect of the employed
infrastructure optimisation algorithms. CactoSim can use CACTOS Cloud Infrastructure Models extracted from realworld data centres by CactoScale directly as input for simulation. Alternatively, the data centre operator can
modify these models according to potential change scenarios. He can also create purely synthetic models to
estimate the QoS benefit of data centre expansions or reorganisations. CactoSim simulates the data centre
described by Infrastructure Models and provides load measurements on the simulated infrastructure in the same
way as CactoScale. CactoSim further allows predicting the impact real world data centre optimisation mechanisms
have on the QoS of data centres. Specifically, CactoSim couples the simulation with the optimisation algorithms of
CactoOpt. The integration of CactoOpt’s optimisation algorithms is achieved through adaptation rule templates
that realise the actions in an optimisation plan proposed by CactoOpt.
The following sections provide a more detailed overview on the individual tools CactoScale, CactoOpt and
CactoSim. The description is an excerpt from the tooling overview in (D5.2.1 CACTOS Toolkit Version 1) which has
been updated to reflect the progress made within the CACTOS project.

1. CACTOSCALE
CactoScale serves multiple data capturing roles in the CACTOS project. It provides a scalable data collection
framework for monitoring cloud computing data centres. Furthermore, it is designed to perform online data
analytics of events and conditions within a data centre.

1
2

http://www.openstack.org/
http://www.flexiant.com/flexiant-cloud-orchestrator/
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CactoScale also provides offline analysis functions. In future iterations, application models for Virtual Machines
(VMs) will be generated as part of the offline analysis based on measurements and log data. More detailed
information on CactoScale is available in (D4.1 Data Collection Framework) and (D4.2 Preliminary offline trace
analysis).

a) PURPOSE AND FEATURES
This section gives an overview of CactoScale’s online and offline analysis functionality.
DATA ANALYSIS
CactoScale features monitoring capabilities, which allow the tracking of a variety of resources such as embedded
sensors, external instrumentation devices, hardware counters, error log files, workload traces, network, processor
core, memory, storage, and application logs. CactoScale provides data filtering and correlation analysis tools,
which are designed to run on vast volumes of data generated from potentially thousands of servers. These
capabilities in turn enable CACTOS to address challenges in managing resources of increased complexity and
heterogeneity in cloud infrastructures.
CactoScale is designed to store and analyse large volumes of data. (D4.2 Preliminary offline trace analysis)
describes the implementation of modules used to import different types of existing traces into the CactoScale
database. CactoScale features a Hadoop module to provide an IO profile of real strace log data from an HPC
centre. The I/O profiling framework is essential for further exploring and implementing additional analytical tools,
which utilise this information to perform advanced clustering correlation analysis and classification of applications
according to their I/O profile.
CactoScale also features a Lightweight Anomaly Detection Tool (LADT) for Cloud data centres. LADT is based on
the hypothesis that, in an anomaly-free Cloud data centre, there is a strong correlation between the physical load
(compute node level) and logical load (VM-level) performance metrics and that this correlation diminishes
significantly in the case of abnormal behaviour at the node-level. The LADT algorithm raises an anomaly alarm
when the correlation coefficient value between the node-level and VM-level metrics drops below a threshold
level. A recent paper (A Lightweight Tool for Anomaly Detection in Cloud Data Centres) demonstrated that the tool
can detect node-level disk performance anomalies by correlating the hosting node IOPS with the aggregated
hosted VM IOPS. Such anomalies may arise because of security attacks such as distributed denial-of-service
(DDoS). LADT can also detect CPU/memory/network related performance anomalies, due to the performance
implications of virtualisation and resource management software stacks.
Ongoing work in CactoScale involves additional features such as in-situ data analytics and enhanced correlation
analysis utilising monitored textual log data. The in-situ data analytics involves in-memory stream processing of
raw event and metric logs within compute nodes of a cloud platform. Part of the textual logs in a cloud platform is
used to register the current VM actions that are performed in each compute node. The information on these logs
can be utilised to determine if the resource usage on a node is justified by the current workload demand and the
VM operations that occur from the cloud operator. The results of this analysis enable CactoScale to perform
reliable detection of potential anomaly behaviour or security intrusion on the cloud platform.
RUNTIME MONITORING
Optimising the utilisation of a data centre is possible if the actual load is known and up to date. Therefore, runtime
monitoring gathers current usage statistics about CPU, memory, energy and disk consumption from different
hardware and virtualisation levels like clusters, server nodes or VMs. CactoScale’s data collection framework for
monitoring cloud computing data centres monitors each individual server node using agents. Each of the agents is
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deployed on the physical host inside the Hypervisor’s host operating system. The agent pushes the current
monitoring data frequently to one or many central data collectors. These collectors then persist and aggregate the
incoming monitoring data in a database. CacoScale uses Chukwa and HBase as the base technology of its
monitoring and storage hierarchy. More information on the architecture of the monitoring framework can be
found in (D4.1 Data Collection Framework).
Monitoring side by side with the actual running applications must be scalable with the number of monitored items
(servers and VMs) and their size/workload. At the same time, the consumed performance for the runtime
monitoring must not influence the real workload handled by the data centre. The agents hence should be reading
from the monitored system periodically in a performant way. External and optimised low-level monitoring tools
like Sigar or VirtTop are used to read e.g. from the Linux /proc virtual file system.
The runtime monitoring data collected from the Chukwa agents is stored in an HBase database. Two tables store
the main monitoring information. The first table stores static or infrequently monitoring data. Examples for such
data are the number or speed of CPU cores, and the size of HDDs in a host. While this information can change
when the physical hardware is replaced or additional hardware is deployed in the data centre there is no need to
continuously collect this information at a high frequency. Unlike this rather static topology information, CactoScale
has to collect load information at a much higher frequency in order to enable meaningful placement and
optimisation decisions. Therefore, it collects monitoring data like CPU load in a separate second table. The
separation of static information and monitoring data allows for performant querying at runtime. By wisely
choosing the row keys for entries in the HBase tables, the database system is able to effectively partition the data
in order to scale well.

b) UTILISED BASE TECHNOLOGIES
CactoScale monitoring and CACTOS Infrastructure Model instance generation is realised in Java. CactoScale is
utilising a range of existing Apache software tools (Chukwa), (Apache Hadoop), (Apache HBase)and (Apache Pig).
Chukwa is a data collection tool for monitoring of distributed systems, which is built on top of Hadoop Distributed
File System and MapReduce paradigm. CactoScale extends Chukwa in order to collect data for the VMs. The design
of Chukwa allows using the agent modules to invoke a variety of low-level monitoring tools such as sar, iostat, df
and top. CactoScale also uses this extension mechanism to collect power metrics using IPMI (Intelligent Platform
Management Interface (IPMI)). The virt-Top tool is utilised in order to retrieve information regarding the VMs. The
virt-Top tool is part of the popular libvirt toolkit. libvirt supports a great number of hypervisors (c.f. (D4.1 Data
Collection Framework) for a full list).
CACTOS relies on libvirt to identify and monitor virtual networks built upon bridging, NAT, VEPA and VN-LINK
techniques. In addition, libvirt can extract storage information regarding the utilised IDE/SCSI/USB disks,
FibreChannel-, LVM-, iSCSI-, NFS-based storage networks and file systems.
HBase is a NoSQL database modelled after Google's Bigtable (Chang, et al., 2008), which provides random, realtime read/write access to Big Data. HBase comprises a set of tables. Pig, which is the last of the aforementioned
tools, is a high-level platform for creating MapReduce programs used with Hadoop. CactoScale shares information
with the other CACTOS tools by a Java-based infrastructure and the CACTOS Infrastructure Model instances.
This CactoScale model updater is implemented as an OSGi-based (equinox - OSGi) bundle which makes use of
other CACTOS OSGi bundles e.g. for handling connections to the central runtime model storage where the current
state of a monitored data centre is represented. The Runtime Model Storage is realised as a CDO server (CDO),
which persists its data in a MySQL database.
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c) MONITORING AND MODEL EXTRACTION
ARCHITECTURE
Chukwa uses agents and collectors to gather monitoring data from the data centre and store the runtime
monitoring in the highly scalable HBase database. To integrate this CactoScale data collection framework based on
Chukwa and HBase with all other CACTOS tools, the CactoScale Model Updater creates and updates CACTOS
models in the runtime model storage. The Model Updater additionally handles the movement of elements in the
models e.g. in case of VM migrations. The model generation is split up in two tasks:
i)

Updating the data centre topology (Physical and Virtual Machines) represented in the CACTOS
Infrastructure Models. Periodically querying the topology information from the HBase database and
then applying necessary changes to the models stored in the runtime model storage achieves this.
This job executes periodically since the changes from the runtime monitoring considered by this task
are not too time critical.

ii)

Wait for incoming load monitoring updates from the Chukwa collectors and directly update the load
of the corresponding models. The delay between updated models and new monitoring data sent by
an agent is best minimized that way.

Keeping in mind that the Model Generator must be able to handle an increase in scale like a growing data centre,
this CACTOS Runtime Toolkit is designed to be scalable as well (c.f. (D4.3 Parallel Trace Analysis)). For a testbed
setup one Chukwa collector and one Model Generator suit well. CactoScale supports the scale-out of the CACTOS
Runtime Toolkit by instantiating multiple Chukwa collectors and multiple Model Generators. Each of the collectors
and the Model Updater then handles a subset of Chukwa agents. In effect, this partitions the responsibility of data
collection and model updates in the data centre. Since the models updated by the Model Updater are stored in a
CDO repository and SQL database backend that prevent conflicts and inconsistencies between the updates of
different Model Updaters via transactional consistency mechanisms.

2. CACTOOPT
CactoOpt is composed of set of optimisation algorithms and tools designed to allow for data centre operator
control, optimisation, and – together with CactoSim – evaluation of data centre infrastructure optimisation.
Towards this end, CactoOpt defines mechanisms for inspection, evaluation and configuration (i.e. control of virtual
machine placement and configuration) of data centre topology. More specifically, CactoOpt inspects and evaluates
data centre information contained in infrastructure model instances, and formulates suggestions for how to
optimise (change) the data centre topology in optimisation plans. Internally, CactoOpt defines optimisation
algorithms, evaluation and heuristics functions, as well as application and resource load models that are used in
this optimisation process.
This section provides a quick overview on CactoOpt. More detailed information is available in (D3.1 Prototype
Optimization Model) and (D3.2 Predictive Cloud Application Model).

a) PURPOSE AND FEATURES
The purpose of CactoOpt is to facilitate the optimisation of data centre infrastructures with respect to the efficient
provisioning of computational and storage resources to Virtual Machines in the context of IaaS-based Cloud data
centres.
CactoOpt follows a sensor-actuator model where infrastructure topology and load models capture a sensor view
of the surrounding world in infrastructure topology and load models (i.e. the data centre state) and CactoOpt
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optimisation plans are viewed as recommendations to actuator implementations in middleware integration
components. Heuristic functions and optimisation algorithms are developed based on this model and Optimisation
Plan Models are created accordingly.
Currently supported features of CactoOpt include the ability to:


plan for optimised deployment of Virtual Machines



perform heuristics-based evaluation of current deployments of Virtual Machines



continuously identify opportunities for improvements in Virtual Machine deployment layouts



plan for migrations of Virtual Machine within and between clusters in data centres

Planned features of CactoOpt include the ability to:


plan for optimised dynamic reconfiguration for both virtual and physical resources within the data centre,
e.g. by scaling or dynamic frequency regulation



plan for optimised admission control and horizontal scaling of Virtual Machines for Cloud applications

In the most recent version of the CACTOS Toolkits, CactoOpt provides algorithms for the initial placement and
migration of Virtual Machines. There are built-in heuristic functions for evaluating the placement efficiency and
comparison of optimisation actions. This version focuses on Virtual Machine state and does not consider holistic
effects of individual optimisation actions on the entire data centre. Optimisation algorithms are developed in an
independent optimisation environment and (in this version) apart from simple, greedy functions (e.g., finding the
node that best matches a certain resource capacity description) implement also more complex approaches (e.g.,
min-max optimisations, Lin-Kernighan algorithm). Further optimisation and heuristics functions will support more
advanced modelling of application behaviour, virtual and physical machine load, and the prediction of application
behaviour.
The following subsections outline the aforementioned capabilities and features of CactoOpt in greater detail.
PLANNING THE OPTIMISED DEPLOYMENT OF VIRTUAL MACHINES
CactoOpt inspects the infrastructure information in order to determine the optimal placement of arriving Virtual
Machines. The infrastructure information includes the current state of the physical and virtualised infrastructure
and load measurements on both virtual and physical resources. Optimisations are performed based on a high-level
objective function such as the load balancing (minimisation of utilization level differences among physical
machines), the minimisation of overall power consumption, or the maximisation of server consolidation (e.g., the
number of Virtual Machines (VM) per Physical Machine (PM).
Initial placement of multiple virtual machines is done in a sequential manner. VM selection policies define the
order in which virtual machines waiting for being assigned are considered. In case of FCFS VM selection policy, the
virtual machines are placed in the order of their arrival. When the Random VM selection policy is used, VMs are
ordered randomly (e.g., using a stochastically sampled rectangular distribution). VMs can be also sorted by
capacity, as defined in the largest first VM selection policy. In all cases a placement algorithm is called for each
virtual machine waiting for being assigned. There are a couple of placement algorithms already available which
will be explained further in the following sections.
The FirstFitPlacement algorithm places a VM on the first PM where enough resources are available. It iterates
through all PMs and checks if a PM has enough resources available to host a Virtual Machine. If a PM is capable of
hosting a new VM then this algorithm chooses that PM, returns it as the chosen host, and terminates.
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The BestFitPlacement algorithm places a VM on the PM with the smallest residual capacity where the VM fits. The
only difference comparing to FirstFitPlacement is that at the beginning Physical Machines are sorted according to
their residual capacity in ascending order.
LoadBalancingPlacement algorithm places a VM on a PM so that the minimal utilization over all PMs is minimised.
First, the algorithm creates a copy of the list of all PMs. Next, the list is sorted by the CPU allocation in an
ascending order. Then, the algorithm tries to place a VM on a PM with the least utilized CPUs. If a placement is
possible, the PM is recorded, a new potential configuration (after the placement) is evaluated and the value of
evaluation stored. The same evaluation is done for another potential configuration (after a placement on a PM
with least utilized memory). The evaluations of different configurations are compared and the PM to place a new
VM is returned.
ConsolidationPlacement algorithm places a new Virtual Machine on the Physical Machine that minimizes the
number of used Physical Machines and maximizes the residual capacity. First, the algorithm sorts all PMs in
descending order according to the measure that quantifies the residual capacity. Next, it iterates through the
sorted PMs and checks if a PM has enough free resources to host a new Virtual Machine. If the residual resources
allow for the placement of the VM the algorithm returns the PM and terminates.
PERFORMING HEURISTICS-BASED EVALUATIONS OF CURRENT VM DEPLOYMENTS
CactoOpt defines heuristic functions that express the utility of arbitrary Virtual Machine deployments. One
potential instantiation of the function is a summarised cost function for the load Virtual Machines place on local
network segments or a predicted energy consumption cost on Virtual Machine, node or rack level. CactoOpt then
uses deployment evaluation cost functions to evaluate and compare current deployment plans against alternative
plans from simulation or optimisation plans.
OPTIMISING VM DEPLOYMENT AND MIGRATION PLANNING
CactoOpt identifies opportunities for improvements in VM deployment layouts. Based on the identified
optimisation operations, a plan for migrations of VMs within and between clusters in data centres is set up. Key to
this ability is the definition of cost functions that accurately model the cost of migration of VMs. These cost
function need not only quantify the direct transfer costs or expected execution time but also the resulting network
load and potential impact on co-located / neighbouring VMs and their workload. Important use cases for this
ability include not only the use of VM migration as an actuator in optimisation, but also in interactive use cases
where data centre operators may want to weigh the potential gains of migrating a workload against the risks and
costs associated with the action.
CactoOpt calls a migration algorithm at discrete points in time for the current data centre configuration. The
following migration algorithms can be chosen from when using CactoOpt.
The LoadBalancingMigration algorithm balances the load by moving Virtual Machines (VMs) from the Physical
Machines (PMs) with the highest allocation ratio to one with the lowest. First, the algorithm evaluates the initial
configuration and stores the result. Second, it identifies the PM with the lowest and the highest number of virtual
CPU allocations, and computes the difference in the number of allocated virtual and physical CPU cores. Next, the
algorithm determines which VMs from the Physical Machine with the highest CPU allocation require less CPU
cores than a half of the previously computed difference and considers only these VMs as candidates for migration.
Finally, the algorithm checks how moving the VMs will change the total quality of the data centre configuration
compared to the baseline configuration. The same quality evaluation is done for another potential configuration
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after a migration of VM from a PM that has the largest part of allocated memory. The evaluations of different
configurations are compared and the migration is returned.
The ConsolidationMigration algorithm packs VMs on the smallest possible number of PMs. This ensures that no
hosts are running with little load, keeping the residual capacity unfragmented. First, the algorithm evaluates the
initial configuration and stores the result. Second, the algorithm sorts the PMs according to the residual capacity
metric in a descending order. Next, the algorithm identifies the PM with the best value of the residual capacity
metric value – the biggest and most proportional residual capacity. VMs from that PM will be considered for
migration. Then, the algorithm tries to migrate one of these Virtual Machines to the one of the Physical Machines
with the worst value of residual capacity metric – the smallest and least proportional residual capacity. However,
the algorithm will not try migrating a VM to a PM that does not host any other VMs. If the PM has enough
resources to host the VM, the new potential configuration after applying migration is evaluated. If it improves
initial configuration the migration is suggested.
The Lin-KernighanHeuristicMigration algorithm tries to improve a data centre configuration by performing a single
or double move migration. A single move migration involves only one VM and two PMs. E.g., VM a migrates from
PM x to PM y. A double move migration engages two VMs that either
1.

swap PMs: VM a migrates from PM x to PM y, while VM b migrates from PM y to PM x.

2.

migrate among three PMs: VM a migrates from PM x to PM y, while VM b migrates from PM y to PM z.

First, the Lin-KernighanHeuristicMigration algorithm evaluates the initial configuration and stores the result.
Second, it identifies a single migration that gives the highest evaluation, and it stores the value of evaluation. If the
single migration improves the state of data centre, the algorithm suggests a migration and terminates. Otherwise,
the algorithm identifies a double migration that gives the highest evaluation value and stores this value. If the
double migration improves the state of data centre, the algorithm suggests a double migration and the algorithm
terminates.
ENABLING THE DYNAMIC RECONFIGURATION OF LOGICAL AND PHYSICAL RESOURCES WITHIN THE
DATA CENTRE
In future releases of CactoOpt, the virtual resources of VMs as well as the state of physical resources may be
changed to dynamically adapt to changes in incoming request rates to servers. CactoOpt will use information on
planned or predicted peaks in workload to determine when such a reassignment makes sense. An example for
such a logical reconfiguration is the increase of RAM and CPU cores assigned to VMs in anticipation of a load peak.
A reconfiguration of physical hardware may consist of an adjustment of CPU frequencies or power state in a
similar manner.
OPTIMISED ADMISSION CONTROL AND SCALING OF VIRTUAL MACHINES FOR CLOUD APPLICATIONS
Optimised admission control and scaling of virtual resources can be used differently in the usage context of the
CACTOS Runtime Toolkit as well as the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit. For the runtime data centre environment
CactoOpt’s admission control and scaling policies support the automatic adjustment of the number of VMs
spawned for a particular cloud application. In predictions, when the optimal number of VMs is not obvious, it
additionally serves to evaluate alternative deployment plans for VMs (different number of instances) and to
predict the impact changes in the infrastructure and usage profile have on the QoS of applications deployed in the
data centre. The key to this ability is the formulation of application workload models and load prediction
techniques that can capture workload fluctuations with a sufficiently high accuracy. Thereby, the costs of Virtual
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Machine instantiations can be weighed against the costs of potential service-level agreement violations that would
result from delays.

b) UTILISED BASE TECHNOLOGIES
CactoOpt is realised in Java while prediction functions are implemented using R and Python packages. The
optimisation functions are provided as OSGI / Equinox bundles in order to facilitate the use within both the
CACTOS Runtime and Prediction Toolkit.

c) INTERFACES FOR INTEGRATION
CactoOpt uses the Infrastructure Models in the Runtime Model Storage (if used within the CACTOS Runtime
Toolkit) or the ones provided by CactoSim (if used within the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit) as an input for
optimisation algorithms. Internally, CactoOpt maps Infrastructure Models to algorithm-specific models that
contain only the information that the optimisation algorithms actually use. As a result of its operation, CactoOpt
creates Optimisation Plan Models. The Virtualisation Middleware Integration can then execute the
recommendations contained in such a plan. The Optimisation Plan Model and Infrastructure Models are described
in detail in (D3.1 Prototype Optimization Model) and presented in context with the integration methodology in
(D5.1 Model Integration Method and Supporting Tooling).

3. CACTOSIM
CactoSim aims to predict QoS of a data centre to support design-time planning and management of a data centre
via what-if-analyses. CactoSim uses Discrete Event Simulation to produce QoS predictions for a data centre
specified in CACTOS Infrastructure Models. By using CactoSim, data centre operators and planners are able to
validate and evaluate system configuration scenarios and obtain valuable decision support information.

a) PURPOSE AND FEATURES
CactoSim is a context-aware cloud topology simulation framework. In an IaaS scenario from a data centre operator
point of view, fine-grained knowledge of application internals is usually not available. The data centre operators
do not have access to detailed information of applications that are deployed in VMs. Thus, CactoSim abstracts
from these internals and utilises a higher-level black box behaviour model. CactoSim addresses both physical and
virtual resources; the mapping of VMs to physical resources and the hierarchy of racks and nodes are essential
characteristics of IaaS systems that are captured by the CACTOS Cloud Infrastructure models.
CactoSIm builds upon the Palladio simulator (The Palladio component model for model-driven performance
prediction) and is implemented as set of Eclipse plugins. The version of CactoSim released as part of (D5.2.1
CACTOS Toolkit Version 1) provides prediction capabilities in the cloud context including processor, storage and
memory to the simulated resources. In order to represent system workload based on variety of applications
running in the virtual landscape we also introduce black box and grey box behaviour modelling practices allowing
resource utilisation prediction without detailed software component model knowledge.
CactoSim plays a major role in the evaluation and validation for the optimisation algorithms used in CactoOpt.
CactoSim uses CactoOpt and considers the recommended Optimisation Plans, modifying the topology.
Features supported by CactoSim up until now are as follows:


Black box behaviour models – High-level behaviour models for VMs where little or no knowledge on the
internal behaviour of hosted applications is available.
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Memory model – representation of physical node memory and its throughput.

The additional features of CactoSim in its final version will be:


Deployment and behaviour modelling – allows modelling the structure of IaaS cloud environments,
including hardware-bound deployment and behaviour models from which predictions on the resource
demands of VMs can be derived.



Resource utilisation reports – the log of the simulated system resource utilisation can be accessed and
analysed right after the simulation.

b) UTILISED BASE TECHNOLOGIES
CactoSim builds upon the two existing tools Palladio (The Palladio component model for model-driven
performance prediction) and SimuLizar (Performance analysis of self-adaptive systems for requirements validation
at design-time).
Palladio is a component-based software architecture simulator. It allows performing model-driven QoS predictions
for component-based software systems defined in the Palladio Component Model (PCM). The focus of the PCM
lies on reasoning on non-functional properties of systems in early design stages and selecting the best architecture
alternative. Consequently, software architects and component developers that design the architecture of the
system are assumed to have insight into the assembly of and dependencies between individual software
components. They model individual services and their behaviour at a white box level. Palladio models physical
resources and the virtualisation layer in a very abstract manner.
SimuLizar is based on Palladio but extends it for self-adaptive systems. Its ability to create self-adaptation rules will
be utilised and extended by CactoSim in order to reason on the implications of CactoOpt’s optimisation algorithms
on the QoS and efficiency of a data centre. This will be realised via closed loop integration with CactoSim. A more
detailed look on this closed loop integration of simulation and optimisation is provided in (D6.2 Preliminary results
from optimisation models validation and experimentation).

c) INTERFACES FOR INTEGRATION
The significant strength of CactoSim in comparison to other cloud simulation tools comes from the integration
with the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. The CACTOS project enforces a common data exchange format and API
between CactoScale, CactoOpt and CactoSim components by utilising meta-models specifically tailored for the
operation of IaaS cloud data centres. Having these common standards in place across toolkits ensures that all
toolkits can share information using a common abstraction.
CactoSim performs QoS analyses for the CACTOS Infrastructure Models. CactoSim is able to fetch the
Infrastructure Models from real-word data centres from the Runtime Model Repository. These models are then
stored in the Prediction Model Storage for further modification or analyses.
The Prediction Model Storage allows storing and accessing different versions of individual Infrastructure Model
instances. This allows tagging of versions, e.g. that it is initially populated from a real data centre, extended by
hardware nodes. This supports the lightweight comparison of different data centre or optimisation algorithm
alternatives.
The results of a simulation are stored using the persistency framework EDP2 that is developed as part of the
Palladio tooling. The files containing the results are persisted on the machine executing the simulation. Recorded
results can be analysed using distribution and time-series plots as part of the Eclipse-based Palladio tools.
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Furthermore, the results can be extracted as comma-separated tables for an analysis in statistical tools, storage in
databases or an analysis in other graphical user interfaces.
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III. CACTOS ARCHITECTURE
This section outlines the changes and additions made to the CACTOS architecture in the second year of the
CACTOS project. The changes were all made to satisfy the additional requirements identified as part of the initial
validation presented in (D7.4.1 Validation and Result Analysis) and this document. (D5.2.1 CACTOS Toolkit Version
1) and (D5.1 Model Integration Method and Supporting Tooling) presented the initial CACTOS architecture.
Section 1 discusses the updated software architecture of the CACTOS Toolkits. Section 2 delineates the packages in
which the CACTOS Runtime toolkit is deployed in the testbeds. Section 3 presents the interactions involved in the
instantiation and deployment of VMs, which is responsible for the introduction of a set of components and
interfaces.

1. OVERVIEW
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Figure 2: CACTOS Toolkits Architecture Overview

Figure 2 provides an overview of the central components involved in the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit and the CACTOS
Prediction Toolkit. Within each of the toolkits the components are further subdivided into CactoScale, CactoOpt,
CactoSim, and Integration components. The following sections outline the functionality of the components in each
of these categories.
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a) CACTOSCALE
The CACTOS Chukwa Agent collects system metrics and log data from the individual compute nodes controlled by
the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. After pre-processing the collected data it stores the information in the required
HBase database.
The Online Analysis component provides interfaces for the Runtime Management component to infer the
application model of a VM. It requires access to the Runtime Model Storage in order to assign the inferred
application model to the requested VM. Furthermore, it interfaces with the HBase component in order to access
stored logs and log analytics that store the information that serves as the basis for the application model
assignment decision.
The HBase database component stores log information and aggregated analytics data collected from the Chukwa
agents distributed over the compute node in the data centre. HBase builds upon the Hadoop framework, which
serves as a backend for processing and storage of HBase.
The Runtime Model Updater, previously referred to as CDO Model Updater in (D5.2.1 CACTOS Toolkit Version 1),
generates CACTOS Infrastructure Models from the collected monitoring information. It requires the HBase
database component to access this stored monitoring data and updates the CACTOS Infrastructure Models stored
by the Runtime Model Storage component. The Runtime Model Storage component uses CDO technology (CDO) to
manage and persist the models in a connected SQL DB component.
The Offline Analysis component provides services for user-driven analysis of the metrics and data traces collected
by CactoScale. It uses Pig as an interface component for accessing the HBase database. Pig allows users to query
HBase database in an SQL-like manner.

b) CACTOOPT
The CactoOpt Infrastructure Optimiser component serves as an Optimization Engine that provides different
implementations of placement and optimisation algorithms (c.f. (D3.2 Predictive Cloud Application Model)). It
wraps a set of optimisation and placement algorithms implemented in Java, Python and R. It will use a CactoOpt
Knowledge DB for storing historic optimisation decision data. The Optimiser component accesses the Runtime
Model Storage in order to get the CACTOS Infrastructure Model that represents the current data centre
infrastructure topology and load. This topology and load information is then used as the foundation for
optimisation decisions.
CactoOpt’s Cyclic Optimiser component is responsible for periodically triggering optimisation decisions in the data
centre. It calls optimisation services provided by the CactoOpt Infrastructure Optimiser component. After the
CactoOpt Infrastructure Optimiser has made an optimisation decision the Cyclic Optimiser component triggers the
execution of the optimisation decision by calling the respective interfaces of the required Virtualisation
Middleware Integration Controller.

c) INTEGRATION
The Virtualisation Middleware Integration Controller, or short VMI Controller, component offers an abstraction for
Cloud Middleware-specific APIs. It provides services for executing optimisation actions such as VM migration, VM
placement or node management. In the scope of the CACTOS project two implementations of the VMI Controller
have been developed. The VMI Controller FCO controls FCO cloud platforms, while the VMI Controller OpenStack
addresses OpenStack middleware-based platforms.
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In order to enable the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit to handle VM submissions via the default interfaces of cloud
middleware platforms, three new components have been introduced.
The Runtime Management component orchestrates the submission of new VMs in a data centre managed by the
CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. The component adds the VM to the list of unassigned VMs in the CACTOS Infrastructure
Models stored in the required Runtime Model Storage. The Runtime Management component requires the
services of the Online Analysis component to infer an application model for the VM. Once all parameters and the
application model have been set for the VM, the Runtime Management component triggers a placement decision
by calling the placement interface of the CactoOpt Infrastructure Optimiser. Finally, the Runtime Management
component calls the respective interface of the required VMI Controller component to enact the placement. The
interactions between the Runtime Management component and the other newly introduced components are
explained further in Section 3.
VMI OpenStack handles VM submission requests passed to the OpenStack API. It uses the services provided by the
Runtime Management component in order to submit the VM to a data centre managed by the CACTOS tools.
Users are not aware that the data centre is running on CACTOS, which allows a seamless transition.
VMI FCO provides the same functionality for the FCO platform: It translates VM submissions from the native FCO
API to the generic interfaces provided by the Runtime Management component.

d) CACTOSIM
The CactoSim Engine performs data centre simulations. It encapsulates Palladio’s (The Palladio component model
for model-driven performance prediction) and SimuLizar’s (Performance analysis of self-adaptive systems for
requirements validation at design-time) software system simulators and extends it by functionality required to
perform analysis for data centres. The CactoSim engine can import CACTOS Infrastructure Model instances from
the Runtime Model Storage as a foundation for predictive data centre analyses. It stores these models in the
required Prediction Model Storage component. The component uses the Cyclic Optimiser Simulation component to
integrate CactoOpt’s optimization algorithms into the simulation. Optimisation decisions made by the Cyclic
Optimiser Simulation are then submitted to the VMI Controller CactoSim component.
The Cyclic Optimiser Simulation component allows the simulation to consider effects of optimisations within the
simulation. This closed-loop integration of simulation and optimisation is further explained in (D6.2 Preliminary
results from optimisation models validation and experimentation).
The VMI Controller CactoSim serves the same role as the other VMI Controller component implementations. It
enacts an optimisation or placement decision that is made by CactoOpt. Unlike the VMI Controller components
used in the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit the VMI Controller does not issue calls to a cloud middleware API. Instead, it
transforms the simulation state and model such that they reflect the optimisation decision made by CactoOpt.
The Prediction Model Storage component allows for the storage of multiple, versioned instances of the CACTOS
Infrastructure Models via the interfaces provided by EMF Store. This supports modelling different alternatives of a
data centre with full version history and arbitrary access.
CactoSim IDE offers an Eclipse RCP-based IDE for starting data centre simulations. It uses the API of the underlying
CactoSim Engine component to trigger simulations and fetch simulation results.
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2. CACTOS DEPLOYMENT PACKAGES
This section outlines how the components of the CACTOS Toolkits are bundled and deployed onto the data centre.
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Figure 3: Deployment Packages

Figure 3 gives an overview of the deployment artifacts. The CACTOS Chukwa Agent deployment artifact contains
the components installed in each of the compute nodes managed by the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit.
The Hadoop Runtime Package consists of the components used in the backend of CactoScale to store and analyse
collected measurement information.
The Runtime Model Storage deployment artifact encapsulates the Runtime Model Storage and the SQL database it
uses to store the CACTOS Infrastructure Models.
The Runtime Model Updater package consists of the Runtime Model Updater responsible for updating the models
in the Runtime Model Storage.
The VMI FCO Package contains FCO platform-specific components that are needed to interface with the cloud
middleware. VMI OpenStack serves the same role but contains the OpenStack equivalents of these components.
The CACTOS Prediction Components bundles all the core CACTOS Prediction Toolkit components in one
deployment artifact. It does not contain CactoOpt’s optimisation and placement algorithms. It uses either the
services of the CactoOpt Infrastructure Optimiser encapsulated in the CACTOS Runtime Management deployment
artifact, or an individual deployment of the CactoOpt Infrastructure Optimiser in the separate CactoOpt Prediction
Optimisation artifact.
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3. VIRTUAL MACHINE INSTANTIATION
The CACTOS Runtime Toolkit allows data centre providers to automate the management of data centre resources.
Particularly, CACTOS strives to optimise the mapping of user VMs to the available physical resources. Since the
CACTOS Runtime Toolkit is to remain transparent for the user, it is important to couple the CACTOS components
with existing cloud middleware APIs such as FCO and OpenStack. This section explains the interactions between
the CACTOS components and the cloud middleware API that occur when a user submits a new VM to the data
centre. The example used in the following is the OpenStack variant. The instantiation in FCO works in the same
way, with a FCO-specific VMI and VMI Controller being used instead of the OpenStack variants.
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Figure 4: Execution Sequence for VM Instantiation on OpenStack Platforms

Figure 4 illustrates the execution sequence of a VM submission for the case of OpenStack using an UML sequence
diagram. In the following these interactions are explained.
Users can submit new VMs to OpenStack via a REST API which is used by the nova boot command and the
OpenStack Dashboard Horizon. Once such a request is made, the VMI OpenStack component registers the request
and redirects it to the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit instead of directly submitting it to the cloud middleware. First, the
VMI OpenStack component resolves the input passed by the user that is specific to the cloud platform, such as VM
flavours, and maps it to a VM representation in CACTOS’ middleware-agnostic CACTOS Infrastructure Models. The
VM is instantiated with the passed user parameters and stored in the list of unassigned VMs in the Runtime Model
Storage. Information that is needed to interface with the cloud middleware, such as the tenant ID or a reference
to the user’s boot command, is stored in a key-value map that is attached to the VM representation in the
Runtime Model Storage.
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Once the VM representation has been added to the Runtime Model Storage, the Runtime Management
component calls the behaviour inference service provided by CactoScale’s Online Analysis component. This service
uses the VM characteristics and passed boot arguments, which may further characterise the VM to identify an
application model of the VM. This application model describes the behaviour of the VM over time. The Online
Analysis component then updates the VM representation in the Runtime Model Storage with the inferred
application model. This smart mapping allows supporting Black-Box behaviour models on arbitrary IaaS-platforms.
Next, the Runtime Management component calls the interface to the placement algorithms offered by the
CactoOpt Infrastructure Optimiser. CactoOpt then suggests a host where the VM should be placed. The Runtime
Management component passes the suggested host to the cloud middleware-specific OpenStack VMI Controller,
which enacts the suggested placement decision.
The OpenStack VMI Controller component starts the execution of the new VM via the OpenStack API. The boot
command’s parameters all in all reflect the initial parameters passed to VMI OpenStack by the user. Additionally,
the OpenStack VMI Controller prepares the VM in the Infrastructure by adding the placement location suggested
by CactoOpt, as well as the instantiation parameters that are needed by the OpenStack platform to manage said
VM.
Once the VM has been started in the data centre the OpenStack VMI updates the CACTOS Infrastructure Models in
the Runtime Model Storage with the parameters returned by the OpenStack instantiation. The VM’s
representation is moved from the list of unassigned VMs to the host where it is actually deployed.
The VMI OpenStack Component passes back the OpenStack VM instantiation parameters from the model to the
users in an OpenStack-compliant format. This information encompasses the server IP, disk configuration and login
credentials.
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IV. QUALITY DIMENSIONS AND METRICS FOR CACTOS
This section outlines quality dimensions and metrics relevant in the scope of the CACTOS Runtime and Prediction
Toolkit. Section V then shows how those dimensions can be evaluated. Finally, Section VI applies the metrics to
CACTOS’ use cases and derives performance requirements towards the toolkits.
The focus of this document is on performance and scalability of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. It is, however,
important to have an understanding of the other functional and non-functional requirements towards a software
system. The reason for this is that they have a deciding impact on the performance and scalability of the designed
software system.
A standard definition by the IEEE (1220 - IEEE Standard for Application Management of the Systems Engineering
Process) specifies a requirement as follows:
“A statement that identifies a product or process operational, functional, or design characteristic or constraint,
which is unambiguous, testable or measurable, and necessary for product or process acceptability (by consumers
or internal quality assurance guidelines).”
Requirements have to be testable or measurable, as is stated by the definition. Otherwise it is not possible to
assess whether an evaluated solution is acceptable. Conversely, it cannot be stated whether a solution is
acceptable without checking the solution against a set of requirements.
In order to evaluate whether the prototypical toolkits developed in the CACTOS project, namely the CACTOS
Runtime and Prediction Toolkit, are acceptable, it is essential to first define the requirements towards these tools.
Requirements in the two quality dimensions central to this document, performance and scalability, are both
measurable by definition. The fulfilment of requirements in the quality dimensions performance and scalability is
quantified with respect to a metric. If it is possible to quantify the quality of a software system using a metric,
requirements can mapped to a set of conditions for which a requirement is to be met (i.e., workload and system
size) and an objective value for the metric against which the system can be tested.
This section is structured as follows. Section 1 provides an overview of fundamental validation requirements and
metric definitions used in this document. Section 2 specifies the requirements towards the CACTOS Runtime
Toolkit. It also defines a set of metrics that allow quantifying the performance and scalability of the toolkit. Section
3 gives an overview of the requirements toward the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit. Additionally, it discusses how the
performance and scalability metrics defined for the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit can be applied to evaluate
performance and scalability of the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit.

1. VALIDATION REQUIREMENTS AND METRICS
OVERVIEW
This section gives an overview of quality dimensions, which are relevant to the CACTOS Runtime and Prediction
Toolkit. Each quality dimension relevant in the scope of the CACTOS project is briefly introduced.

a) FUNCTIONALITY
Functional requirements define the behaviour, or expected output, of a software system with relation to its input.
They do not describe how the system manages to produce the input, i.e. with what latency or using how many
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resources. Each functional requirement can also be formalized as a function that maps a set of system inputs to a
set of system outputs.

b) PERFORMANCE
Performance requirements describe the quality with which services of a software system are offered to its users.
Users in this context can also be other systems that interact with the software system.

c) SCALABILITY
The scalability of a software system defines how well it can adapt or be adapted to handle an increase in load.
Additional load can result from an increased level of user interactions. A higher complexity of tasks that the
system executes, i.e. strongly varying VM workloads, also results in a higher complexity of monitoring and
managing these resources.

d) ROBUSTNESS
Robustness encompasses the capability of a software system to “function correctly in the presence of invalid
inputs or stressful environmental conditions” (IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology). In
contrast to robustness, reliability characterizes a software system in terms of its ability provide its functionality in
a correct fashion over a certain period of time (Avizienis, Laprie, Randell, & Landwehr, 2004). Unlike reliability,
robustness hence implies that the system is able to deal with and recover from unexpected or illegal system states
and inputs.

2. CACTOS RUNTIME TOOLKIT
The CACTOS Runtime Toolkit enables data centre operators to automatically manage an IaaS data centre. This
section delineates the key requirements towards the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit in the quality dimensions
functionality (Section a)), performance (Section b)), scalability (Section c)), and robustness (Section d)). It outlines
metrics for performance and scalability, which allow to measure whether the outlined quality requirements can be
met.

a) FUNCTIONALITY
The components integrated into the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit are built to support data centre providers in
managing the available resources using automated, monitoring, deployment optimisation and scheduling. The key
functionality requirements that the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit and its components have to meet are as follows.


Automated Extraction of Physical Infrastructure Information



Automated Extraction of Virtual Infrastructure Information



Automated Extraction of Physical and Virtual Load Information



Offline Extraction of Application Types and Behaviour Models



Online Identification and Assignment of Application Types



Tool-Independent Representation of Infrastructure and Load Information



Automated VM Placement Decisions



Management of manually deployed VMs



Automated Infrastructure Optimisation

For a more detailed description of requirements per use case and a validation of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit with
respect to the fulfilment of these functional requirements please refer to (D7.3.1 Validation Goals and Metrics)
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and (D7.4.1 Validation and Result Analysis), as well as the upcoming documents (D7.3.2 Validation Goals and
Metrics) and (D7.4.2 Validation and Result Analysis).

b) PERFORMANCE
In order for the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit to be of practical use, it needs to perform under realistic conditions. The
colloquial definition of performance concerns not only the latency, frequency, throughput etc., with which a
system is able to perform a set of operations. It also is used to refer to the benefit or utility gained by using a
software system, i.e. in terms of the efficiency gained via automation. This document builds upon the definition of
performance as a quantifiable system property that describes the efficiency and quality with which a software
system manages provided services, and not the quality of the provided services itself.
A problem that arises when performing any kind of measurements on a system is that the measurement itself
affects the measurement results. In the context of performance measurements, the monitoring of metrics used in
the performance evaluation requires resources. In turn, the performance deteriorates due to measuring the
resource usage.
When referring to measurement frameworks, a component or system is called instrumented if the components
whose characteristics are to be monitored have been modified or connected with the monitoring tooling such that
measurements on all monitored properties can be collected. The overhead introduced by monitoring the system is
significant when a multitude of low-level system interfaces is instrumented. The performance evaluations
proposed in the following only require infrequent high-level measurements that incur little additional resource
overhead. Thus, the evaluation methodology presented in this document neglects the overhead introduced by the
measurements.
The succeeding sections outline a set of concrete performance metrics that capture performance characteristics of
the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit, which are essential to its practical use.
RUNTIME MONITORING OVERHEAD
The overhead incurred by CactoScale’s monitoring is central to the applicability of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit.
The resources consumed by the monitoring must not surpass the resources saved through the automated
infrastructure optimisation. Otherwise, the infrastructure management of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit provides
no benefit that can be intrinsically measured in the data centre.
The runtime overhead 𝜗 of the monitoring can be characterised as the ratio of performance 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 of an
instrumented system S in relation to the uninstrumented system 𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑛 :
𝜗(𝑆, 𝑡, 𝑤) =

𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 (𝑆,𝑡,𝑤)
𝑃𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑛 (𝑆,𝑡,𝑤)

,

where 𝑡 = [𝑎, 𝑏] is the interval over which the runtime overhead is quantified and w is the workload issued on the
system S.
The instrumented system S has no CactoScale Chukwa agents installed. CactoScale collects no monitoring data
from the node. In the instrumented system, CactoScale’s Chukwa agents are running and CactoScale’s tooling
collects and processes their data.
A simple way to quantify the performance impact of the monitoring is by the additional use of resources
introduced by the monitoring. The overhead can be defined as the increase in the utilisation caused by the
monitoring on each local node:
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𝑏

𝜌(𝑆, 𝑁, 𝑡, 𝑤) =

∫𝑎 𝑅𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡 (𝑁,𝑤,𝑖) 𝑑𝑖

𝑏
∫𝑎 𝑅𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑛 (𝑁,𝑤,𝑖) 𝑑𝑖

,

where 𝑆 is the system, 𝑁 is the monitored node, 𝑡 = [𝑎, 𝑏] is the monitoring interval, 𝑤 is the workload put on the
monitored node. 𝑅𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟 (𝑁, 𝑤, 𝑖) is a utilization metric measured on node 𝑁 at time 𝑖.
This document proposes to use this metric to characterise the monitoring overhead as it is both representative of
the performance impact of monitoring and easy to capture using the monitoring infrastructure available in IaaS
data centres on the hypervisor and cloud middleware level.
In addition to the resources used by monitoring the compute nodes, additional nodes might be necessary for
monitoring and aggregation purposes. The number of these nodes depends upon the performance of the
monitoring and aggregation tools. It also affects the benefit gained by using the tools.
Note that the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit also benefits data centre providers by saving them the effort of manual
placement and consolidation. Additionally, it provides a consolidated view on the managed data centre and its
resources. Consequently, the use of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit cannot solely characterised by its effect on QoS.
LATENCY OF MODEL UPDATES
In information technology, latency is typically defined as the time between the point when a data transfer is issued
and “the instant at which the transfer of data is started” (IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering
Terminology). This document defines latency as the time between the point at which a change is completed in the
system and when it is reflected in the CACTOS models:
𝜆(𝑆, 𝑐, 𝑤) = 𝑡𝑟 (𝑆, 𝑐, 𝑤) − 𝑡𝑐 (𝑆, 𝑐, 𝑤),
where 𝜆(𝑆, 𝑐, 𝑤) is the latency for change c, 𝑡𝑟 (𝑐) and 𝑡𝑐 (𝑐) is the time at which a change is completed in the
system S under workload w.
A change is considered completed once it is fully enacted in a running system. This can be illustrated by the
example of a VM migration 𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑔𝑉𝑀 . 𝜆(𝑆, 𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑔𝑉𝑀 , 𝑤) is considered completed only once the VM has been
transferred from its source to its target host and has started to serve user requests. The latency of model updates
is only measured after that to exclude middleware performance from the estimations.
The size and complexity of a system S impacts on the effort necessary to measure and collect its infrastructure
information, as well as to reflect the infrastructure information in the models. In order to warrant comparability of
results the system complexity needs to be considered as a factor that impacts the delay 𝜆. While the workload w
processed by the system does not directly impact the complexity of model updates, it can impact the performance
of local monitoring and the rate at which the monitoring information can be collected.
The types of changes to be considered as part of the performance evaluation can be grouped into three
categories: Changes resulting from Optimisation Actions, other infrastructure changes and changes in load.
The type of Optimisation Actions issued by CactoOpt and executed by the Virtualisation Middleware Integration
(VMI) motivates the main types of changes considered in the scope of this document. (D3.2 Predictive Cloud
Application Model) and (D5.1 Model Integration Method and Supporting Tooling) further explain the roles of
CactoOpt and the VMI. Central actions are the VM migration and initial VM placement.
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Beyond the delay in capturing changes to the physical and virtual infrastructure resulting from optimisation and
placement decisions, the delay for other changes also needs to be captured. Since the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit
may optimise the deployment in a cloud environment that contains VMs, which have not been submitted via
CACTOS-specific interfaces, CactoScale’s model update rate also needs to be measured for VMs that are submitted
to the data centre without direct involvement of CACTOS. Other types of actions include the manual shutdown of
a node managed by CACTOS, the addition of a new node to a data centre managed by CACTOS and the
modification of virtual and physical network topology.
The delay between the collection of load information and their representation in the CACTOS Load Models stored
on CACTOS’ Runtime Model Storage heavily impacts the quality of decisions made by CactoOpt. If the Load Models
reflect load levels that are no longer representative of the actual system state, CactoOpt’s optimisations will
produce less-than-optimal results. Besides the delay with which changes are reflected in the models, the benefit of
utilising CactoOpt’s runtime optimisation also heavily depends on the accuracy of the models. The next section
outlines another criterion that strongly impacts this.
FREQUENCY OF MODEL UPDATES
Since CACTOS automates initial deployment and deployment optimisation, it is essential that CactoScale is able to
capture these changes with a sufficient update rate. Otherwise, optimisation and deployment decisions will be
made on the foundation of outdated topology information, resulting in suboptimal decisions. The rate of model
updates is limited by two factors: The monitoring rate and the model update rate.
The monitoring rate defines the rate at which the monitoring agents of CactoScale collect and funnel new
measurements into its database. Increasing the monitoring rate results in performance degradation as
CactoScale’s Chukwa measurement agents have to execute more requests to the node in which they are installed.
The additional monitoring information also has to be transferred over the network.
The model update rate determines how fast CactoScale’s Model Updater updates the CACTOS models in the
Runtime Model Storage with the collected measurements. When the model update rate is higher than the
monitoring rate, the monitoring rate becomes the limiting factor for the frequency updates. The reason for this is
that the models cannot be updated faster than the rate of data collection in CactoScale’s Chukwa agents allows
for.
Expressing the relation of model update frequency 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 to the monitoring rate 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟 and 𝑓𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 results in
the formula:
𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 (𝑆, 𝑤, 𝑡) = max(𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟 (𝑆, 𝑤, 𝑡), 𝑓𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑆, 𝑤, 𝑡)),
where 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 (𝑆, 𝑤) is the frequency of model updates in system S under workload w during the interval t.
Similar to the latency of model updates discussed in the last section, the frequency of updates is also impacted by
the types of changes and actions that occur at runtime. Unlike for the latency, the single actions are not
considered a variable when evaluating 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 (𝑆, 𝑤, 𝑡). It is assumed that the changes that occur in the system
directly result from the initial system state S and the workload w put onto a system in the interval t.
The frequency formula 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 explicitly considers the interval t over which the frequency is measured as a
variable. 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 is the ratio of changes per time. Depending on the chosen interval and its size, the influence of
load spikes on the measurement ratio can vary. The validity of the frequency evaluation thus not only depends on
the representativeness of the system state and workload, but also the interval over which it is measured.
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OPTIMISATION PERFORMANCE
The identification of optimal resource allocations is a hard problem – in fact, optimisation problems are commonly
NP-complete (Approximate solution of NP optimization problems). Consequently, placement and topology are
commonly improved using heuristics instead of real optimisations. CactoOpt’s algorithm framework contains
algorithms that produce optimal solutions with respect to a set of criteria, as well as algorithms that employ
heuristics to come up with improved topologies. An overview of the algorithms and heuristics implemented in the
CactoOpt algorithm framework can be found in (D3.2 Predictive Cloud Application Model).
It is important that CactoOpt proposes a set of solutions in a timely manner using a set of assigned resources. If
CactoOpt’s optimisations or improvements take too long, the time in which the system is in a worse or suboptimal
state also increases. Furthermore, by the time at which CactoOpt produces its results the information on which it
has based its decision might be outdated. The following simple example illustrates this: A VM that caused a lot of
load at 𝑡0 might showcase less load at 𝑡𝑎 . If CactoOpt produces an optimisation plan close to or after 𝑡𝑎 based on
the topology and load information, which was available at 𝑡0 , the decision to assign additional resources to the VM
is now non-beneficial. This means that the wall-clock time that passes until CactoOpt finishes its decision-making
and produces an optimisation plan can negatively impact the quality of the proposed solution.
This document outlines a methodology that focuses on the performance and scalability of the CACTOS Runtime
Toolkit. (D6.2 Preliminary results from optimisation models validation and experimentation) and the future
document (D7.4.2 Validation and Result Analysis) investigate the quality of optimisation results. As part of the
performance evaluation, each of the algorithms will be evaluated in terms of the timeliness with which it produces
its results:
𝑡(𝑎, 𝑆, 𝑅) = 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 (𝑎(𝑆, 𝑅)) − 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡
where a is an optimisation algorithm, S is the system state at the start of algorithm execution and R are the
resources assigned for executing the algorithm. 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 is the point in time at which the optimisation is started, 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑
is the time at which the algorithm delivers an optimisation plan.
Since CactoOpt consists of multiple optimisation algorithms and heuristics it is important to differentiate the
performance of the different algorithms for different system sizes. While some of the algorithms might perform
well in smaller-scale data centre testbeds, their performance might be lacking once they are used to optimise the
topology of large data centres.
This validation focuses on optimisation algorithms that only consider the infrastructure topology at or prior to the
starting point of the optimisation (𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 ). This document leaves aside algorithms that run continuously and
consider new system states that manifest during their execution aside. Since they run continuously, it is not
possible to measure their runtime. For the continuously running algorithms, performance can be measured in
terms of the resource overhead caused by an algorithm in a certain period.
DEPLOYMENT DURATION
The deployment duration subsumes the time required from the time at which a frontend API submits a VM
deployment request to CACTOS’ VMI component and the time at which the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit issues the
boot command for the VM using the interface of the cloud middleware:
𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦 = 𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑡,𝑣 − 𝑡𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚,𝑣 ,
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Where 𝑡𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑚,𝑣 is the time at which the VM is submitted to the VMI component, and 𝑡𝑏𝑜𝑜𝑡,𝑣 is the time at which the
VM starts booting on the hypervisor that is chosen as its host.
Section III.3 had provided an overview of the interactions involved in the deployment of a VM on a data centre
managed by the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦 is the time between the submission of the boot command to the
cloud middleware by the user and the point in time at which the VMI Controller component triggers the execution
of the deployment command on the cloud middleware.

c) SCALABILITY
Scalability describes the ability of a software system to handle an increase in workload. There are two definitions
of scalability (On System Scalability). The first defines scalability as the ability of system to handle additional load
without increasing the available resources. The second definition allows for an increase of available resources in
order to handle the load.
This document outlines a validation methodology that considers both scalability definitions. CactoScale’s runtime
monitoring needs to be able to handle additional monitoring load that results from a higher complexity of the
virtual landscape deployed onto the physical machines. Such an increase in complexity can manifest itself in a
higher number of VMs deployed per monitored compute node, or a higher number of virtual networks. The
CACTOS Runtime Toolkit needs to be able to monitor and manage large-scale data centres. Thus, it is important to
also investigate how well the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit can monitor larger-scale systems where CactoScale Chukwa
agents are deployed on a larger number of nodes. A scalability evaluation of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit can help
in estimating its performance when managing larger data centres than the testbeds available in the CACTOS
project.
This document quantifies scalability as the ratio of performance for an increased workload and the baseline
workload:
𝜎(𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 , 𝑆𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 , 𝑅𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 , 𝑅𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 , 𝑤𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 , 𝑤𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒, 𝑝) =

𝑝(𝑆𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 ,𝑤𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 ,𝑅𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 ,𝑛)
𝑝(𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 ,𝑤𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 ,𝑅𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 ,𝑛)

,

where 𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 is the baseline system configuration, 𝑤𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 is the baseline workload and 𝑤𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 the increased
workload. 𝑅𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 is the portion of resources of system 𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 which is dedicated to monitoring and data collection,
𝑅𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 is the portion dedicated in the scaled-up scenario. 𝑅𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 = 𝑅𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 for the first definition of scalability where
no additional resources are added to the system. The second definition derives 𝑅𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 from a well-defined rule or
function that defines by what degree the resources are scaled up to handle the increased workload and larger
system size. p is a performance metric, such as the metrics 𝜌, 𝜆, 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 and t introduced in the last sections. n are
additional parameters of the performance metric, e.g., the interval over which the frequency of model updates is
measured. n is kept stable when evaluating scalability of the system.
The following sections outline concrete parameters that can be varied between the scaled and the base scenario
in order to evaluate the scalability of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. Each scenario varies a separate subset of the
workload that is put on the monitoring and model creation functionality of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. In
summary, each scenario tests the impact of a subset of workload characteristics on the scalability.
WORKLOAD VARIATION: NUMBER OF PHYSICAL NODES
A larger data centre contains a higher number of nodes. If the data centre is to be managed by the CACTOS
Runtime Toolkit the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit needs to be able to monitor and collect data for all of its nodes.
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This workload variation targets to test whether the monitoring data collected on each node is efficiently collected
and aggregated by the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit.
WORKLOAD VARIATION: NUMBER OF ACTIVE VIRTUAL MACHINES PER NODE
CactoScale monitors the nodes, collects topology and load information and updates the CACTOS Infrastructure
Models. When new virtual machines are deployed onto the monitored system the load increases all throughout
the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. The CactoScale Chukwa collectors have to monitor load and state information for the
newly arrived VM. The CactoScale data collectors need to extract and funnel state and load information from
additional nodes into its database. CactoScale’s Model Updater has to fetch and represent state and load
information for an additional VM. CactoOpt has to consider another VM in its optimisations, and the integration
tooling. The integration tooling of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit has to coordinate the monitoring and configuration
of another VM with the cloud middleware. Additionally, it has to handle the storage of load and status information
for the VM in the Runtime Model Storage.
Evaluating the scalability of CactoScale with respect to the number of active VMs is of particular importance for
IaaS environments that host many small, unikernel or microservice VMs. It is also important for data centres that
mostly host enterprise application-type VMs, as they tend to produce significantly less load on average than the
size of virtual resources assigned to the VM would allow them to.
WORKLOAD VARIATION: UTILIZATION OF PHYSICAL INFRASTRUCTURE
CactoScale’s Chukwa agents collect topology and load information of the nodes. The agents are deployed on the
hypervisor that hosts the VMs hosted on the monitored node. As the monitoring infrastructure is co-located with
the VMs, its performance potentially suffers when these VMs demand a high amount of resources.
Besides resource contention on the nodes, the performance of CactoScale’s data collection also depends on the
network load. If the network interconnects that transport the data collected by the Chukwa agents are overloaded
the monitoring information may also be sent and processed with a delay. In case the monitoring data is
transferred over a separate network interconnect this does not become an issue.
The degree by which the monitoring update latency 𝜆 and frequency 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 degrade under increased load
determines whether the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit can effectively manage data centre resources in contention
scenarios.

d) ROBUSTNESS
In IaaS data centre environments a large number of irregular behaviour can occur. Besides failures of the physical
infrastructure, the virtual infrastructure may also suffer failures. These failures may manifest in the form of
crashed VMs or faulty characteristics exposed by the VM.
ABILITY TO DETECT NODE FAILURES
The Model Updater of CactoScale updates the CACTOS models stored in the Runtime Model Storage based on the
monitoring information collected by the Chukwa agents. When one of the physical nodes monitored by an agent
fails, the Chukwa agent that monitors this host becomes unreachable. CactoScale needs to recognise that a node
has failed and update the CACTOS model with the corresponding information.
It makes sense to also define performance constraints for the delay with which failures may be registered and
reflected in the CACTOS models stored in the Runtime Model Storage. A metric that allows quantifying this is the
time to failure identification
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𝜇(𝑆, 𝑛) = 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑆,𝑛) − 𝑡𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙(𝑆,𝑛) ,
where S is the system for which a failure occurs, n is the node in S that fails. 𝑡𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙(𝑆,𝑛) is the point in time at which
the failure happens and 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑆,𝑛) is the point in time at which the failure is detected.
SUPPORT FOR NODE FAILURE RECOVERY
It is possible that a node permanently fails, i.e. because its hardware fails. The more likely scenario is, however,
that a node is temporarily unavailable because of a cloud middleware or hypervisor crash, or power outage. Once
the failure has been resolved, the node shall become usable again as part of the data centre’s offered services.
In order for the node to become manageable by CACTOS, the following properties need to be reinstated by the
CACTOS Runtime Toolkit once a node becomes available again:
1.

The hypervisor and cloud middleware controllers are running on the node

2.

The CACTOS Chukwa Agent is running on the node

3.

The agent pushes its data to CactoScale’s Chukwa Collector

4.

The Chukwa Collector stores the node information in its database

5.

The Model Updater picks up the information that the node is available again

6.

The Model Updater updates the availability information of the node in the CACTOS Infrastructure Models.

Thus far it has not been addressed in CACTOS what happens with the VMs that were deployed on a node at the
time of a failure. This document thus does not make any assumptions regarding the expected state or deployment
location of VMs that were deployed on the node at the time of its failure.
The nodes hosting the Chukwa Collectors and the Model Updater may also fail. The CACTOS project, however, for
now focuses on failures of nodes that are managed by CACTOS. Failure management and recovery of the cloud
management infrastructure are out of the scope of the evaluations performed in the scope of the CACTOS project.
Again, it is possible to capture and interpret the time between the failure and recovery in context of the system:
𝜇(𝑆, 𝑛) = 𝑡𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡(𝑆,𝑛) − 𝑡𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙(𝑆,𝑛) ,
where S is the system for which a failure occurs, n is the node in S that fails. 𝑡𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙(𝑆,𝑛) is the point in time at which
the failure happens and 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦(𝑆,𝑛) is the point in time at which the System 𝑆 has recovered from the failure of
node 𝑛.
VIRTUAL MACHINE FAILURE RECOVERY
The CACTOS Runtime Toolkit manages resources and resource allocation in an IaaS data centre. In IaaS, users are
provided with a set of virtual resources on which they deploy their software. The software stack chosen by the
users also includes the operating system. Since the users have full control over the software stack, data centre
providers cannot offer failure handling and recovery on the application level. This is state of the art for all IaaS
cloud platforms. Consequently, the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit does not provide any application-level failure
recovery.
The CACTOS Runtime Toolkit does, however, need to be able to deal with failed or blocked VMs. A crashed VM
should not be able to allocate resources beyond what it has been assigned. Furthermore, the toolkit needs to be
able to de-allocate a crashed VM on user request.
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As of now, no VM failure recovery mechanism has been defined for the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. If a VM failure
recovery mechanism is added to the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit in future iterations, it needs to be checked if it
functions correctly when a physical node fails.
For the VM failure recovery, the same metric introduced in the last section applies.
UNPLANNED EXTERNAL VIRTUAL MACHINE STARTUPS
While the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit offers services to support automated deployment decisions, it also manages
VMs, which are deployed onto the data centre via interfaces that are not part of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. For
example, the data centre operator may manually deploy a VM directly via the interfaces of the cloud middleware
(i.e. FCO or OpenStack).
The CACTOS Runtime Toolkit also needs to identify, monitor and manage the manually deployed VMs.
It can be evaluated whether the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit supports this functionality by starting up a VM external
from the scope of the CACTOS interfaces, and then measuring the time until the CACTOS tools recognise the VM.
EXTERNAL VIRTUAL MACHINE SHUTDOWNS
VMs running in a data centre managed by the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit may be shut down through interfaces that
are not part of the toolkit architecture. CactoScale needs to be able to recognise that a VM has been shut down.
Furthermore, CactoScale needs to update the CACTOS models maintained in the Runtime Model Repository
accordingly. Analogous to the start-up, this functionality can be evaluated by triggering an external shutdown of a
VM and evaluating whether the shutdown has been registered the latest after a threshold 𝑡 has passed.
NETWORK CONNECTIVITY OUTAGES
Failures can not only occur for physical nodes and VMs. They can also affect network connectivity. This document
focuses on failures among the nodes managed by the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. Additionally, it considers
connection failures between the node and the Chukwa Data Collector that collects the information and
measurements of the node. Connectivity failures between the Chukwa Data Collectors, CactoScale’s database, the
Model Updater and the Runtime Model Storage are explicitly not considered.
CactoScale needs to ensure that the CACTOS Infrastructure Models in the Runtime Model Storage reflect network
connection failures between nodes. Furthermore, CactoScale needs to be able to handle connectivity failures
between managed nodes and the Chukwa collectors. In the latter case it is sufficient that CactoScale identifies a
node as unavailable.
The fulfilment of this requirement can be evaluated by evaluating the time passed until a network outage is
represented in the CACTOS models:
𝜔𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 (𝑆, 𝑁, 𝑤) = 𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑆,𝑁,𝑤) − 𝑡𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒(𝑆,𝑁,𝑤) ,
where 𝑆 is the system in which a network outage occurs, 𝑁 are the nodes cut off from the monitoring
infrastructure by the network outage, and 𝑤 is the workload active on the system at the point the failure takes
place.

3. CACTOS PREDICTION TOOLKIT
The focus of this document lies on outlining evaluation metrics, criteria and a methodology for the CACTOS
Runtime Toolkit. However, this document does outline key aspects, commonalities and differences in the
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evaluation of the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit. In this section an overview of evaluation criteria and metrics for the
CACTOS Prediction Toolkit is given.

a) FUNCTIONALITY
This section outlines the key functionality of the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit. The main goal of the CACTOS
Prediction Toolkit is to enable data centre operators to perform what-if-analyses for a designed data centre. These
analyses can already be performed at design time without access to a running data centre. The functionality tests
are performed as part of (D6.2 Preliminary results from optimisation models validation and experimentation) and
the later CACTOS Prediction Toolkit evaluation iteration presented in (D6.5 Final results from optimisation
algorithms validation and experimentation).
SIMULATIVE ANALYSIS OF QUALITY OF SERVICE OF A DATA CENTRE DEFINED IN CACTOS
INFRASTRUCTURE MODELS
CactoSim supports the analysis of data centres as specified in the CACTOS Infrastructure Models. Data centre
planners and operators can either manually specify these models or import them from the Runtime Model
Repository of a CACTOS Runtime Toolkit.
CLOSED LOOP INTEGRATION OF OPTIMISATION ALGORITHMS
The CACTOS Prediction Toolkit couples the simulation with CactoOpt’s optimisation and scheduling algorithms.
The simulation of CactoSim serves as a substitute for a real data centre: Instead of performing optimisations on
the model representation of a real data centre, CactoOpt optimises the topology of a simulated data centre.
By integrating the optimisations of CactoOpt with the simulation, it is possible to evaluate both efficiency and
effectiveness of the optimisations issued by CactoOpt at design time.
For a more detailed explanation of the closed loop integration, please refer to (D6.2 Preliminary results from
optimisation models validation and experimentation).
SUPPORT FOR APPLICATION-SPECIFIC BEHAVIOUR MODELS
The CACTOS Prediction Toolkit supports the analysis and modelling of applications at different levels of
granularity. The accuracy and level of abstraction with which the behaviour is modelled varies (black-box, greybox, and white-box).

b) PERFORMANCE
Since CactoSim uses the Discrete Event Simulation (DES) paradigm to simulate the data centre there is no natural
limitation in terms of the timeliness of results. In DES, time progresses in discrete steps and not in a continuous
manner. The computational demand caused by collecting measurements or updating the CACTOS Infrastructure
Models with infrastructure changes poses no restrictions as the simulation time simply only progresses once the
measurements have been calculated and the models have been updated.
As the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit is used at design time, the prediction results of CactoSim do not need to be
available by a certain wall-clock time. Consequently, the calculations performed by the simulation can have
arbitrary complexity since they do not need to be finished until a certain time.
Nevertheless, a data centre operator or planner will still be unsatisfied if the simulation takes too long. Thus, it is
also important that the simulation finishes in an acceptable time. What simulation durations are acceptable
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strongly depends on the use case. Sections VII.1.b) and VII.2.b) present the performance requirements of the
CACTOS use cases towards simulation.
The time required to perform a simulation depends upon the following parameters:


Model size: If a CACTOS Infrastructure Model is simulated that represents a large number of resources
and VMs, the computational complexity of the simulation is larger than for a smaller model.



Model complexity: If the simulated system hosts VMs with complex or more detailed behaviour models,
the simulator takes longer to evaluate the dependencies in the models and derive the resource demands
issued by the VMs at any point in time.



Workload size: When simulating a workload consisting of a large number of users that interact with VMs,
resource contention may occur. In order for the simulator to estimate the QoS of multiple VMs that are
competing for the same resource, it needs to track all the VMs that demand access to the resource. This
results in a higher simulation complexity.

c) SCALABILITY
Similar to the definition of scalability for the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit (c.f. Section 2.c)) scalability of a simulator
defines the ratio of two performance metric values of a baseline and a scaled-up system:
𝜎(𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 , 𝑆𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 , 𝑅𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 , 𝑅𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 , 𝑤𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 , 𝑤𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 ) =

𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 (𝑆𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 ,𝑤𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 ,𝑅𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 ,𝑛)
𝑡𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 (𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 ,𝑤𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 ,𝑅𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 ,𝑛)

,

where 𝑆𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 is the baseline simulated system, 𝑆𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 is the scaled-up system, 𝑅𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 are the baseline resources on
which the simulator is executed, 𝑅𝑆𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 are the scaled-up resources. 𝑤𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 is the baseline workload put on the
simulated system and 𝑤𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 is the workload put on the scaled-up system.

d) ROBUSTNESS
The CACTOS Runtime Toolkit can import CACTOS Infrastructure Models directly from the Prediction Model
Storage. It is possible to simulate the data centre represented by the model. The CACTOS Prediction Toolkit needs
to be able to simulate both artificially created models as well as manually created models. In addition, the CACTOS
Runtime Toolkit needs to be able to interact with CactoOpt’s algorithms to optimise the assignment of resources
in the simulated system. CactoSim needs to ensure that CactoOpt is run only on valid CACTOS Infrastructure
Models. CactoOpt in turn needs to produce valid optimisation plans for all CACTOS Infrastructure Models passed
to it by CactoSim.
A prerequisite for the robustness of the simulation is that the CACTOS Infrastructure Models that reflect the
simulated data centre are correct and complete. This is ensured if the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit creates and
modifies the CACTOS Infrastructure Models that the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit retrieves from the Runtime Model
Storage (c.f. Section 2.a)).
If it is of interest to simulate the behaviour of the data centre in failure states, these can be simulated by
constructing system states that reflect the corresponding failures.
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V. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
This section describes the evaluation methodology for the performance metrics and criteria outlined in Section
IV.2.b). Section IV has given an overview of other metrics and criteria for the CACTOS Prediction and Runtime
Toolkit. This section focuses on the performance metrics. The reports (D7.3.1 Validation Goals and Metrics),
(CACTOS Consortium, 2014), (D7.4.1 Validation and Result Analysis) and (D7.4.2 Validation and Result Analysis)
explore and validate functionality and reliability requirements for the CACTOS use cases.
In particular, the developed methodology allows to reason on the performance of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit
when used for managing and simulating large-scale data centres. It uses performance and scalability tests
performed in the testbeds of the CACTOS use case providers, as well as trend analyses to deduce how well the
CACTOS Runtime Toolkit will perform when managing data centres with up to 1000 nodes.
The CACTOS Prediction Toolkit uses Discrete Event Simulation (DES) to simulate the behaviour of a data centre. As
the simulations are performed for a given CACTOS Infrastructure Model, multiple simulation runs can be repeated
for the same model. This makes it a lot easier to reproduce the experiment conditions of each individual test.
Additionally, the complexity of the simulated system can be scaled up by simply replicating the number of nodes
and VMs in the models that are used as input to the simulation. The CACTOS Prediction Toolkit simulates systems
based on a model representation of a system. It does not rely on the availability of actual measurements from
physical hardware. Consequently, the simulative prediction can be applied on the large scale.

1. PERFORMANCE TESTING
This section describes a set of performance tests against which the CACTOS Toolkits are evaluated. Performance
tests measure the performance of a software system when processing a specific load. The performance tests
outlined in the following are meant to determine whether the requirements of the use cases are met for each of
the quality criteria.
Building on the abstract definition of performance tests applicable to the CACTOS toolkits Section VI defines a set
of representative performance evaluation scenarios. Per scenario, concern and metric the scenario descriptions
provide a set of falsifiable, quantified requirements. As the use case performance requirements are quantified, it is
possible to test whether the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit manages to fulfil the requirement for a given scenario.
The performance tests for the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit are based on the use case-specific scenario descriptions
presented in Section VI.1. It is important to note that the scenarios examined in the evaluation are (based on) real
use cases and not artificial benchmark workloads. This means that there is a certain variation in the workload mix
active in the system, resulting in slight variations in system load.

a) RUNTIME MONITORING OVERHEAD
The runtime measurement overhead of CactoScale’s monitoring can be quantified using a comparative benchmark
scenario. The benchmark compares the deployment of applications in a data centre monitored by CactoScale to
the same data centre hosting the same set of deployed application without the monitoring.
The overhead introduced by monitoring is best captured as part of a benchmark. Jan Waller’s PhD thesis on
application-level monitoring benchmarks provides an overview of different approaches toward quantifying the
overhead introduced by monitoring frameworks (Performance Benchmarking of Application Monitoring
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Frameworks, S. 282 ff.). Waller proposes a micro-benchmarking approach that measures the performance
overhead introduced by each individual type of monitoring instrumentation. Since the author focuses on a full,
application-level measurement instrumentation it is important to measure the performance impact on such a finegrained level. The CACTOS Runtime Toolkit only monitors VM and infrastructure components, such as servers and
their hardware. This document thus proposes to measure the performance overhead introduced by CactoScale’s
monitoring using a use case-driven benchmark that does not investigate or measure internals of the applications
running in the VMs.
The runtime monitoring overhead is not measured in terms of its effect on response times since there are no
clearly defined user-facing services in an IaaS data centre. The management infrastructure generally has to treat
the VMs as black boxes. Thus, it is not possible to reason on the impact of runtime monitoring on the performance
of these user services. The overhead is instead measured as the ratio of resource utilisation with and without
runtime monitoring over a certain period (c.f. Section IV.2.b)).

b) LATENCY OF MODEL UPDATES
Section IV.2.b) had defined the latency 𝜆(𝑆, 𝑐, 𝑤) of a model update as the difference of the time 𝑡𝑐 (𝑆, 𝑐, 𝑤) at
which a change c occurs in the system S, and the time 𝑡𝑟 (𝑆, 𝑐, 𝑤) at which the change is reflected by the CACTOS
Infrastructure Models stored in the Runtime Model Repository.
The latency 𝜆 will be evaluated against the latency requirements of each of the use case scenarios. Section VI
provides a set of testing scenarios for which the requirements formulated in Section VII can be evaluated.

c) FREQUENCY OF MODEL UPDATES
The frequency of model updates 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 (𝑆, 𝑤, 𝑡) is limited by the two components frequency of monitoring
(𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟 (𝑆, 𝑤, 𝑡)) and the frequency at which the Model Updater updates the CACTOS Infrastructure Models in
the Runtime Model Repository (𝑓𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 (𝑆, 𝑤, 𝑡)). While both of the components can be measured individually, this
document proposes to only investigate the individual parts of the frequency’s components in cases where the
measured frequency 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 violates the per-scenario requirements of the use cases. The ratio of 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟 and
𝑓𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒 only needs to be investigated if the requirements towards the model update frequency 𝑓𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 cannot be
met and the best points for further improvement need to be identified.

d) OPTIMISATION PERFORMANCE
Section IV.2.b) had defined optimisation performance as the timeliness with which an optimisation algorithm is
able to produce a result that aims to improve the assignment of VMs to resources. The metric 𝑡(𝑎, 𝑆, 𝑅)
introduced in Section IV.2.b) is used to evaluate the timeliness of model updates:
𝑡(𝑎, 𝑆, 𝑅) = 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 (𝑎(𝑆, 𝑅)) − 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 ,
where 𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡 is the wall-clock time at which the optimisation execution starts and 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 is the time at which the
optimisation algorithm finishes its execution and produces an optimisation plan. a is the optimisation algorithm
under investigation, S is the system state for which the algorithm is triggered, and R are the resources assigned to
the algorithm execution.
Like the other performance metrics, performance of the optimisation and heuristics used in the CACTOS Runtime
Toolkit shall be measured and evaluated for the set of use-case-specific scenarios discussed in Section VI.1.
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2. SCALABILITY TESTING
Scalability testing aims to identify how well an evaluated software system scales under increased load. A scalability
test for a software system consists of a tuple of performance tests. The baseline performance test determines the
performance for the baseline system and workload scenario. The performance test for the scaled scenario
determines the performance of the scaled system and workload.
Scalability tests for the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit evaluate how well the toolkit is able to handle larger and more
complex data centre topologies. Note that the scalability tests focus on performance metrics, i.e. the frequency at
which infrastructure information is updated. The implications of system size and complexity on the QoS benefit of
customers or the utility of operators are out of scope of this evaluation.
In the scalability tests for the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit the number of active VMs and nodes managed by the
toolkit will be varied. Reasoning on scalability of the toolkit towards managing larger scale data centres requires
that the distance between each of the scenarios can be quantified (c.f. Section 2). The number of active VMs and
their activity levels cannot be controlled in a productive data centre environment. Hence, this evaluation uses
artificial workloads and VMs to test the scalability of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit.
The CACTOS Runtime Toolkit is evaluated in affordable small-scale testbeds (c.f. (D7.4.1 Validation and Result
Analysis) and (D7.4.2 Validation and Result Analysis)). In order to reason on the performance of the CACTOS
toolkits in large-scale IaaS data centres we employ scalability testing. A series of controlled experiments allow us
to estimate the impact of factors such as number of VMs or the workload of the VMs on the performance of the
toolkit. By comparing the performance of the CACTOS toolkits across multiple workloads we can then derive how
well the CACTOS toolkits scale with respect to an increase of a specific factor such as the number of VMs.
Trend analysis allows estimating the effect that varying a set of parameters has on the observed results. Trend
analysis is performed based on the assumption that the varied parameters and the observed results are
correlated. Trend analysis enables an evaluation of feasibility for employing the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit to
manage larger data centres. It is based upon the general concept of results extrapolation. This allows us to reason
on the performance of the CACTOS toolkits for data centres larger than the testbeds used in the CACTOS projects.
As we capture and vary all significant factors that determine the performance of the toolkits it is possible to apply
results extrapolation (c.f. (A Framework for Characterization and Analysis of Software System Scalability)).
Regression-based curve fitting is an example of a technique, which can be applied to perform trend analysis. The
following outlines how to use trend analysis to predict the scalability of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit towards a use
in large-scale data centre environments.
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Figure 5: Schematic display of a set of performance metric measurements for a set of scenarios.

Figure 5 sketches a set of performance metric measurements for a set of scenarios, where scenario 0 is assumed
to be the baseline scenario. Each scenario represents a data centre system hosting 100, 200, … 500 VMs. The
resources available to handle the scenarios are scaled up by a factor of 2, 3, …, 5 when compared to the baseline
scenario.
Applying the definition of scalability as introduced in Section IV.2.c) scalability is calculated as the ratio of the
performance in each scenario divided by the baseline performance.
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Figure 6: Display of scalability metric measurements for the schematic example.

Figure 6 shows the scalability metric for the performance measurement depicted in Figure 5.

3. TREND ANALYSIS
The performance and scalability testing methodologies outlined in Section 1 and 2 allow evaluating the scalability
of the CACTOS toolkits in scenarios for which one can obtain measurements. This section outlines how the
knowledge gained from performance and scalability testing will be applied to reason on the performance and
scalability of the trend analysis and the architecture of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit.
Each performance test evaluates the scalability of the software system in comparison to the baseline. If the
scenarios for which performance is evaluated are unrelated, it is not possible to make a statement on a trend with
respect to the parameters. However, in case it is possible to determine a distance metric between the scenarios,
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and there exists a correlation between scenario size, complexity and performance, trend analysis can be used to
predict how well the software system will scale. Trend analysis will be used to reason on the performance and
scalability of the CACTOS toolkits for data centres that are larger than the testbeds provided by the CACTOS use
case partners. This allows for an estimation of the applicability of the prototypical CACTOS toolkits for the
management and predictive analyses for large-scale data centres with up to 1000 nodes.
In case of the schematic example, the complexity of each scenario is scaled up by a fixed size of 100 additional
VMs in between scenarios 𝑖 and 𝑖 + 1, where 𝑖 ∈ {0, … , 3}. The performance measurements are thus performed in
an equidistant manner with respect to input dimensions: Each scenario increases the number of VMs by 100 while
the other parameter and load characteristics stay the same. Thus, it is possible to apply trend analysis on the
results of this performance analysis.
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Figure 7: Linear trend curve for the schematic scalability example.

Based on the measurements available for the schematic example, a linear trend may be assumed. Figure 7 shows
the measurements including the linear trend model. Using regression to fit a linear curve for the schematic results
in an R-squared (𝑅2 ) coefficient of 0.9503. R-squared, or coefficient of determination, quantifies how well the
trend curve explains a set of measurements. Low R-squared values (closer to 0) indicate that a statistical model
does not explain a set of measurements well. It is thus important to choose a statistical model with a high Rsquared value (closer to 1). On the other hand, high R-squared values are indicative of an overfitted model.
Overfitted models usually are unsuited for trend analysis. Choosing a statistical model to perform trend analysis, it
is usually a good idea to keep the chosen model simple. Well-suited models are low-order linear, polynomial,
exponential and logarithmic regression models.
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Figure 8: Polynomial trend curve for the schematic scalability example.

Figure 8 depicts a polynomial trend curve derived from applying linear polynomial regression to the set of example
scalability measures. The polynomial trend curve has a lower R-squared error of 0.9898. Even though the curve
manages to better reflect the original values of the scenarios 1 to 4, the extrapolated predictions for scenarios
larger than 6 likely are inaccurate due to curve overfitting. The polynomial trend curve predicts that scalability
would increase for scenarios larger than 6 even though this is highly unlikely based on the increased scale of
measurements and aggregation operations that need to be performed by the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit.
In conclusion, it is important to select the chosen trend model “with extreme care and must be informed by
knowledge of the underlying computational phenomena of the machine (such as the computational complexity of
the key algorithms and data structures that affect the measured system qualities)” (A Framework for
Characterization and Analysis of Software System Scalability).
Theoretically, the scalability metric measurements can be divided into a training and test data set. The statistical
model then may be constructed solely based on the training data set. The test data set is left aside to evaluate the
goodness of fit of the constructed model. The range and number of scenarios, which can be evaluated using the
available data centre infrastructure in a small testbed is limited. Therefore, every scenario used to evaluate the
model limits the model accuracy as the test set cannot be used as part of the model construction.
Trend analysis comes with a set of limitations. As was mentioned previously, it is only applicable to scalability
evaluations if the performance metric correlates with the scenario size and complexity. Additionally, predictions
produced by the constructed model usually get more inaccurate as the distance between predictions and
measurements becomes larger. The reason for this is that extrapolation has to assume that the values between
two measuring points follow a certain trend. This introduces an additional error. Looking at Figure 7, the linear
trend model for the schematic example would predict a negative scalability value for scenario 7. If the underlying
performance metric is, for example, the frequency of model updates, the derived scalability metric must always
only have non-negative numbers. Consequently, it can be deduced that the trend analysis will not deliver accurate
predictions for scenarios larger than 6.
In conclusion, trend analysis is a helpful tool for predicting the scalability of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit towards
its use in large data centre. It is important to consider the limitations of trend analysis in terms of accuracy and
soundness of results when a constructed trend model is used to extrapolate the measured results.
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4. CACTOS PREDICTION TOOLKIT
This section presents details on how the evaluation methodology is to be applied to the CACTOS Prediction
Toolkit. The CACTOS Prediction Toolkit uses Discrete Event Simulation (DES) to simulate the behaviour of a data
centre. As users of the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit can perform simulations for any given CACTOS Infrastructure
Model, they can also perform multiple simulation runs for the same model. This makes it a lot easier to reproduce
the experiment conditions of each individual test. Additionally, the complexity of the simulated system can be
scaled up by simply replicating the number of nodes and VMs in the models that are used as input to the
simulation. This makes it possible to perform simulations for larger data centres.
The CACTOS Prediction Toolkit simulates systems based on a model representation of a system. It does not rely on
the availability of actual measurements from physical hardware. Consequently, the simulative prediction can be
applied on the large scale.

a) PERFORMANCE TESTS
This document defines the performance of a simulation for a given input model (c.f. Section IV.3.b) as the wallclock time that passes until the simulator produces the simulation results. The Palladio simulator used by CactoSim
already tracks the wall-clock time. The runtime of CactoSim simulation run can thus be easily measured and
compared.
CactoSim supports the import of CACTOS Infrastructure Models from the Runtime Model Repository of the
CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. Hence it is possible to extract and use the same scenarios as for the CACTOS Runtime
Toolkit’s performance tests. Additionally, extended or artificial data centre models can be built to test the
behaviour of the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit when simulating large-scale data centres.

b) SCALABILITY TESTS
The tests for the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit are limited by the size and hardware characteristics of the nodes
available in the CACTOS testbeds. Reasoning on scalability beyond the size of the testbeds has to rely on trend
analyses.
These restrictions do not apply to the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit. CactoSim simulates a data centre based on a
specified physical and virtual infrastructure topology. The topology can be fully artificial. This makes trend analyses
unnecessary: it is possible to measure the time required to simulate a large-scale data centre, as long as a CACTOS
Infrastructure Model is available that represents a large-scale data centre.
Larger models can be derived from smaller models using generative techniques. For example, the physical and
virtual infrastructure topology represented by a CACTOS Infrastructure Model instance can be scaled out by
multiplying the content of a baseline model and merging the models into a common CACTOS Infrastructure Model
instance.
Merkle et al. (EventSim - An Event-driven Palladio Software Architecture Simulator) have performed a set of
scalability analyses for two different Palladio simulators. The authors scale up the number of certain model
elements in order to determine how well the different simulators scale with respect to the simulation of the
accompanied system behaviour. As Merkle et al. investigate differences in the performance of two simulators they
use minimal models, or microbenchmarks, for their analyses. The evaluation of the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit will
evaluate scalability across CACTOS Infrastructure Model instances that represent full-scale data centres. The next
section presents details on the scenarios used for the evaluation
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VI. EVALUATION SCENARIOS
This section presents a set of scenarios derived from the use cases used to evaluate the performance and
scalability of the CACTOS Runtime and the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit. Each of the scenario definitions is described
in terms of the scenario size and metric goals to be achieved for each scenario. The general use case-specific
performance and scalability requirements presented in Section VII are explored on a per-scenario basis. Expected
and maximum values for the performance and scalability metrics ensure that the requirements are verifiable.

1. CACTOS RUNTIME TOOLKIT
This section describes the scenarios in which the evaluation will investigate performance and scalability of the
CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. Each scenario specification contains the following properties:


physical infrastructure used in the scenario



the deployment of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit components onto the physical infrastructure



the deployment of cloud middleware controllers



the configuration of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit components
o

CactoOpt: Used optimisation algorithm(s)

o

CactoScale: Configured data collection rates, model update frequency



deployment of VMs at the start of the evaluation



workload issued on each VM

The actual deployment of components and nodes available in the testbed might change until the actual evaluation
can be performed as part of (D5.5 Performance Evaluation of the CACTOS Toolkit on a Small Cloud Testbed).
However, they are defined as a point of reference for the quantitative performance and scalability requirements
formulated in Section VII. Should the final scenario deviate from what is described in this section, the metric
values can be derived from this initial set of scenarios.

a) SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING
University of Ulm’s physical testbed represents a private Cloud based on the open source OpenStack software. The
server nodes, where virtual machines are deployed, are very heterogeneously designed to consider the hardwareaffinity of scientific calculations (cf. the scientific computing scenario). The heterogeneity allows for example
executing performance benchmarks by changing the available hardware for a particular calculation to gain a
deeper understanding of the hardware affinity.
The cluster consists of several server nodes and networks. Server nodes for the OpenStack setup are categorized
as compute, management or storage nodes. The compute nodes are responsible for the execution of the virtual
infrastructure. Management nodes provide centralized tasks like OpenStack APIs, scheduling and controlling.
Third, the cluster has, beside local storage on the compute nodes, a central storage node. More details about the
testbed is available in (D7.2.1 Physical Testbed). Besides the OpenStack server nodes, two more CACTOS servers
exist for hosting CACTOS related software. Those two servers are hosting manually managed VMs where the
actual software applications are installed. The following tables show the hardware specification of the introduced
server nodes.
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Table 1: Topology of the small-scale testbed used to evaluate the Scientific Computing use case

Hardware

Node

CPU

Storage

Memory

Name

2x Intel Haswell 8-Core (2.4 GHz)

2x 1 TB HDD

64 GB DDR4

A

Compute

128 GB DDR4

B

Node

64 GB DDR4

C

128 GB DDR4

D

64 GB DDR4

E, F

128 GB DDR4

G

64 GB DDR4

H

128 GB DDR4

I

64 GB DDR4

J-L

128 GB DDR4

M-P

2x 240 GB SSD
2x Intel SandyBridge 8-Core (2.6 GHz)

2x 1 TB HDD
2x 240 GB SSD
No local storage

Node Type

2x AMD Opteron 6140 8-Core

2x 250 GB HDD

96 GB DDR3

1

CACTOS

Processor (2.6 GHz)

4x 250 GB HDD

96 GB DDR3

2

Management

2x Intel Xeon X5670 Westmere

2x 1 TB HDD

48 GB DDR3

Control

OpenStack

6-Core

Management

2x Intel Xeon E5-2620 SandyBridge

2x 1 TB HDD

64 GB DD3

Network

6-Core

2x 500 GB HDD

64 GB DDR3

Storage

Beside the available OpenStack compute nodes A to P, UULM’s Scientific Computing testbed encompasses a set of
dedicated CACTOS and OpenStack management nodes (c.f. Table 1).
Table 2: CactoScale VMs with software arrangement

HDFS

HBase VM 1

HBase VM 2

HBase VM 3

Name Node

Backup Name

Data Node

Data Node

Node,
Data Node

Map Reduce

Job Tracker

Task Tracker

Task Tracker

Zookeeper

Zookeeper

Zookeeper

Region Server

Region Server

Master

Command

Command

Command

-

Chukwa Collector,

-

History Server
Task Tracker
Zookeeper
HBase
Pig
Chukwa

Chukwa Hadoop
Infrastructure
Care Center
Table 2 lists the VMs deployed on the CACTOS management servers. These VMs provide the HBase / Hadoop
services required for storing and pre-processing CactoScale’s monitoring data. Additional VMs are hosting the
CactoScale Model Generator, the CactoOpt CyclicOptimiser or CactoSim (if necessary). The CactoScale Runtime
Model Storage (CDO Server with MySQL) and the Molpro User Interface are hosted in VMs running on the
OpenStack Management servers. The Molpro User Interface is based on the PaaSage executionware, which is
described in (D5.1.1&D5.3.1 Model Based Cloud Platform Upperware).
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Table 3: Configured update frequency for the monitoring adapters deployed in the Chukwa agents

Chukwa Adapter

Instrumented Tool

Update Frequency (s)

ExecAdaptor df

Df

60

ExecAdaptor virttop

Virttop

60

ExecAdaptor ipmitool

Ipmitool

60

SystemMetrics sigar

Sigar

10

All compute nodes have Chukwa agents installed which send monitoring data to the Chukwa Collector running on
HBase-VM-2. The adapters of those Chukwa agents are by default configured as sketched in Table 3. If necessary,
the update frequency might be adapted as part of the evaluation to reach a good tradeoff between update
frequency and monitoring overhead. Each of the adapters is configured with a distinct update rate which
determines at which rate the instrumented tools are called to collect new measurement values. Chukwa’s
ExecAdaptor interface allows instrumenting any low-level monitoring tool by implementing a specialised adapter.
ExecAdaptor df collects disk and file system space usage. ExecAdaptor virttop reads VM statistics. ExecAdaptor
ipmitool collects power consumption data from the local IPMI interface. The integrated SystemMetrics Sigar
adapter is used to get monitoring data from the physical host itself.
Table 4: Virtual Machine types for Molpro computations

Virtual Machine Type

Virtual Machine characteristics

Workload Characteristics

Molpro-LCCSD-1c-16r

Molpro running a disk intensive LCCSD

LCCSD is heavily uses disk for temporary

computation on 1 CPU core. The VM is

results. Molpro stores hundreds of GB

assigned 1 virtual CPU cores (vCPUs), 16GB

and reading randomly. A computation

RAM and enough local disk space.

runs for several hours. In phases when

Molpro running a disk intensive LCCSD

reading a lot from disk, the CPU is idle

computation on 2 CPU cores. The VM is

since waiting for disk input.

Molpro-LCCSD-2c-16r

assigned 2 vCPUs, 16GB RAM and enough
local disk space.
Molpro-LCCSD-1c-64r

Molpro running a disk intensive LCCSD
computation on 1 CPU core. The VM is
assigned 1 vCPU, 64GB RAM and enough
local disk space.

Molpro-DFT-1c-16r

Molpro-DFT-2c-16r

Molpro running a DFT computation on 1

DFT heavily uses CPU and Memory,

CPU core. The VM is assigned 1 vCPU and

without writing any temporary results to

16 GB RAM.

disk. A computation runs normally in the

Molpro running a DFT computation on 2

range of several tens of minutes.

CPU core. The VM is assigned 1 vCPU and
16 GB RAM.

In the scope of the evaluation performed using the described testbed several different Virtual Machine (VM) types
will be considered. The VM types are chosen to fit the Scientific Computing use case. Specifically, UULM’s
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evaluation focuses on the chemical computation software Molpro. Table 4 lists a set of VM types with two
different computation types and various VM hardware flavours.
The two computation algorithms LCCSD and DFT both use CPU and RAM. Only LCCSD requires a lot of disk space
with the fastest possible disk I/O (bandwidth and access time) to avoid CPU waiting time. Having compute nodes
with SSD, HDD or remote storage in the testbed, the placement of virtual machines is an important task, where
the virtual machine type must be considered. While DFT VMs can be assigned to nodes without physical storage,
LCCSD relies on physical storage and benefits greatly from fast local storage.
SCENARIO RS1
The first evaluation scenario for scientific computation of the CACTOS Runtime toolkit encompasses the
OpenStack testbed with the integration of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit as described above with the number of
available compute nodes limited to minimum scale and only small load. On the compute nodes only one LCCSD
and one DFT Molpro computation are running. The CACTOS software is deployed in a minimal number of VMs:
One VM is used for CactoScale’s Model Updater, three VMs which host CactoScale’s HBase backend and one VM
for the CactoOpt components.
Table 5: Description of scenario RS1 – default setup with minimal load

Type of Deployed Components

Affected Nodes

Deployed Components

CACTOS Component Deployment

CACTOS Management node 1

Model Updater,
HBase-VM-1,

CACTOS Management node 2

CactoOpt Cyclic Optimiser, HBaseVM-2, HBase-VM-3

Cloud Middleware Deployment

Control Node, Network Node,

OpenStack Software

Storage Node
Virtual Infrastructure Topology

Two of the 16 compute nodes

Molpro-LCCSD-

(LCCSD with local disk)

1c-16r
Molpro-DFT-1c-

1 Instance
1 Instance

16r
Table 5 delineates the initial deployment of components and VMs across the nodes available in UULM’s testbed.
Only two out of the 16 available compute nodes are actively used. No overprovisioning takes place: Every node
hosts exactly one VM.
SCENARIO RS2
The second evaluation scenario for Scientific Computation of the CACTOS Runtime toolkit addresses a fully loaded
environment and a scaled setup of CactoScale. The OpenStack cluster is loaded with many Molpro computations
(each node with disk runs a LCCSD job, rest filled with DFT jobs). CactoScale is scaled out by adding three more
HBase/Hadoop VMs and one more CactoScale Model Generator for updating the CACTOS runtime storage.
Table 6: Description of scenario RS2 – scaled setup with heavy load

Type of Deployed Components

Affected Nodes

Deployed Components

CACTOS Component Deployment

CACTOS node 1

Model Updater 1,
HBase-VM-1, HBase-VM-3, HBase-
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VM-5,
CACTOS node 2

CactoOpt Cyclic Optimiser, HBaseVM-2, HBase-VM-3, Model Updater
2

Cloud Middleware Deployment

Control Node, Network Node,

OpenStack Software

Storage Node
Virtual Infrastructure Topology

All 16 compute nodes

Molpro-LCCSD-

9 Instances

1c-16r
Molpro-DFT-1c-

100 Instances

16r
Table 6 contains a deployment description for the second scenario with significantly increased load. Instead of
only two Molpro VM instances like in Scenario RS1, over 300 VMs are deployed on the testbed. As only 16 actual
physical machines are available, multiple Molpro VMs have to be consolidated on the same host. The main
purpose of this scenario is to test how well the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit is able to manage and optimise data
centre infrastructure in overload scenarios.

b) BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Flexiant’s physical testbed represents a public cloud offering using Flexiant Cloud Orchestrator. The testbed has
been designed to support a multi-cluster environment. It consists of two clusters. Each cluster is made up of 9
compute nodes. The FCO management node is deployed on additional nodes in cluster one. This additional
management node hosts the components managing the Cloud Middleware layer. An additional router node is also
found within this cluster.
Cluster 2 uses CEPH storage and in addition has a Cluster control manager and 5 CEPH compute nodes. CEPH
(Ceph) is a free software storage platform available under the LGPL 2.1 license.
Table 7: Topology of the small-scale testbed cluster 1 used to evaluate the Business use case

Hardware – Cluster 1

Node

Node Type

CPU

Storage

Memory

Name

2x Intel Xeon CPU E3-1220 V2 6-

16 TB shared

64 GB

A-I

Compute

Core (3.10GHz)

NFS storage

2x AMD Opteron 6212 6-Core (2.60

2x 500 GB

16 GB

FCO

FCO

Manager

Manager

GHz)

Node
2x Intel Xeon CPU E3-1220 V2 4-Core

-

8 GB

(3.10GHz)

Router

Router

Node

Table 7 describes the setup of Flexiant’s first cluster. It consists of nine compute nodes, an FCO Manager node and
a dedicated router node.
Table 8: Topology of the alternative testbed cluster setup with dedicated CEPH storage nodes

Hardware – Cluster 2
CPU
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2x Intel Xeon CPU E3-1220 V2 6-

16 TB shared

Core (3.10GHz)

NFS storage

2x AMD Opteron 6212 6-Core (2.60

2x 500 GB

64 GB

A-I

Compute

16 GB

FCO

FCO

Manager

Manager

GHz)

Node
2x Intel Xeon CPU E3-1220 V2 4-Core

12x 2 TB HDD

8 GB

S01-S05

(3.10GHz)

CEPH
Storage

The second cluster contained in Flexiant’s testbed is outlined in Table 8. Unlike the first cluster it features
dedicated CEPH storage in addition to the 16 TB NFS storage. The main difference of the Flexiant cluster compared
to University of Ulm’s Scientific Computing testbed is the absence of dedicated storage within each of the
compute nodes.
Flexiant’s use case encompasses hosting arbitrary VMs from the scope of business analytics and enterprise web
applications. Within FCO a number of VMs can be started. Since the data centre operator that uses FCO to manage
his infrastructure has no knowledge of the internal applications it is difficult to identify applications that represent
the full scope of possible application types deployed in the Business Analytics use case.
Table 9: Virtual Machine types deployed on the Flexiant testbed in the scope of the evaluation

Virtual Machine

Virtual Machine characteristics

Workload Characteristics

SQL database for backend website (MySQL)

High memory usage due to large number

Type
SQL Server

of SQL queries.
High disk I/O due to large amount of
database queries.
Web Server

Web Server (JPetstore)

CPU usage, Network usage.

Unknown VM

Unknown VM causing high load (stress)

Workload generated via benchmarking
tool

There are, however, typical types of applications that are commonly hosted in enterprise cloud offerings. Table 9
contains an overview typical VM types and the workload used to reproduce different load levels within this
evaluation. To simulate high usage generated by an unknown VM, we will use the stress tool on an Ubuntu VM.
This tool will be run to simulate the high CPU, memory usage and I/O usage of a VM.
An example of this is the following use of stress:
stress --cpu 4 --io 1 --vm 1 --vm-bytes 128M --timeout 280s -verbose

This will generate load with four CPU-bound processes, one I/O-bound process, and one memory allocator
process. A number of different VMs will be run with different variations on the stress parameters to simulate load
levels as encountered in an operational system.
To simulate the high usage within an SQL server and a Web Server, a number of tools will be used to generate
workload that is as close as possible to real workload caused in a productive data centre environment. To do this
multiple tools will be used to simulate this load. For database load usage, HammerDB (HammerDB) will be used.
The web servers will host instances of JPetStore (MyBatis JPetStore). Workload on the web server will then be
caused by issuing HTTP queries via an externally hosted JMeter (Apache JMeter) load driver.
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The three presented VM examples present two typical load types (database and web servers) for a generalpurpose cloud infrastructure where the cloud provider has no knowledge of the internal applications of the VM.
The SQL database server requires a high amount of memory.
In addition, a VM is considered that causes a significant amount of CPU and disk load on the infrastructure. This
load is generated via an artificial benchmark and serves as a worst-case scenario for the data centre provider
where a VM uses all of the resources it is potentially allowed to use.

SCENARIO RB1
The CACTOS Runtime Toolkit deployed within the FCO testbed are made up from a number of components. Each
of these components has a series of interactions: A Chukwa agent is used to pull the data sources that have been
exposed from the Flexiant platform. This information is stored in the HBase database within a Monitoring VM. The
CactoScale Runtime Model Updater then uses this data to generate the data centre model. CactoOpt and the
Model Updater have a standing connection to the CDO server and exchange CACTOS Infrastructure Models. The
second interaction is between CactoOpt that uses the FCO VMI and the FCO platform. This communication is done
with the FCO VMI, which communicates to the admin. User and system APIs perform the required optimisation
actions. An overview of the components can be found in Section II. Scenario RB1 addresses the deployment on the
Flexiant testbed with as close to a real world solution as possible. To do this a number of VM’s will be deployed
using the FCO API. The total variation of VMs of location and size will be selected based on the previous overview
of the FCO platform.
Table 10: Description of Scenario RM1 – FCO Cactos Runtime toolkit

RM1 – Scenario Name
Type of Deployed Components

Affected Nodes

Deployed Components

CACTOS Component Deployment

Cluster 1 Node 1

Model Updater,
CDO Server

Cluster 2 Node 1

CactoScale VMI, CactoOpt,
CactoOpt Cyclic Optimiser

Cloud Middleware Deployment

FCO Manager Node (one located in

FCO

each cluster), CEPH manager node
Virtual Infrastructure Topology

All compute nodes across both

On average: 90 Web Server,

clusters

Database, and Unknown VMs
spread across both clusters.
The VMs are allocated with a
mixture of 512 MB up to 8 GB of
RAM.

Table 10 details the initial deployment of components and VMs across the nodes available within the Flexiant
tested. The CACTOS tools are separated across both clusters to provide better fault tolerance and a mixture of
VMs are distributed to provide a close to real world example of VM’s created and used across a full datacentre.
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SCENARIO RB2
The second evaluation scenario for the Business Use case and the CACTOS Runtime toolkit addresses a FCO test
running at high load and with a scaled setup of CactoScale. The FCO cluster is running a large amount of VMs and
causing high load across multiple nodes.
Table 11: Description of scenario RB2 – scaled setup with heavy load on nodes

Type of Deployed Components

Affected Nodes

Deployed Components

CACTOS Component Deployment

Cluster 1 Node 1

Model Updater, Runtime Model
Repository (hosted external from
FCO testbed), HBase VM-1, VM-2

Cluster 2 Node 1

CactoOpt Cyclic Optimiser, HBaseVM-3 (HBase VM Scaled 1) (Model
Updater-scaled)

Cloud Middleware Deployment

FCO Manager Node (One located in

FCO

each cluster), CEPH manger node
Virtual Infrastructure Topology

All compute nodes across both

On average: 90 Web Server,

clusters

Database, and Unknown VMs
spread across both clusters.
The VMs are allocated with a
mixture of 512 MB up to 8 GB of
RAM.

Table 11 contains a deployment description for the second Business scenario where the load is increased
significantly. On average over 200 VMs are deployed in the testbed. However, this number can vary based on the
memory requirements of the VMs deployed in the testbed. In this scenario a number of VMs are created using the
FCO API. These are chosen by looking at a typical customers spread of VMs and recreating this across the testbed.
This will then be used to simulate a customer environment as close as possible. The VMs run the stress tool to
simulate load as encountered when dealing with uncontrollable black-box VMs. The VMs run the stress tool to
simulate load as encountered when dealing with uncontrollable black-box VMs. Each VM will run a selected
random usage of CPU, memory and I/O to simulate a real world example and induce high levels of load for
between 5 and 20 minutes. This will be run over the course of the test period. The VMs will repeat a spike in load
in random intervals to simulate load for an unknown real world example.
The main purpose of this test scenario is to test and showcase how the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit is able to manage
and optimise data centre infrastructure in larger-scale temporarily overloaded scenarios.
SCENARIO RB3
The third evaluation scenario for the Business Use case and the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit evaluates how well the
Toolkit can be scaled out to handle an FCO test scenario running a large amount of VMs and causing high load
across multiple nodes. CactoScale is scaled out by adding three more HBase/Hadoop VMs and one more
CactoScale Model Updater component instance for updating the CACTOS runtime storage.
Table 12: Description of scenario RB2 – scaled setup with heavy load on nodes

Type of Deployed Components
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CACTOS Component Deployment

Cluster 1 Node 1

Model Updater, Runtime Model
Repository (hosted external from
FCO testbed), HBase VM-1, VM-2

Cluster 2 Node 1

CactoOpt Cyclic Optimiser, HBaseVM-3

Cloud Middleware Deployment

FCO Manager Node (One located in

FCO

each cluster), CEPH manger node
Virtual Infrastructure Topology

All compute nodes across both

On average: 90 Web Server,

clusters

Database, and Unknown VMs
spread across both clusters.
The VMs are allocated with a
mixture of 512 MB up to 8 GB of
RAM.

Table 12 contains a deployment description for the second Business scenario where the load is increased
significantly. On average over 200 VMs are deployed in the testbed. Again, a number of VMs are created using the
FCO API. The VMs run the stress tool to simulate load as encountered when dealing with uncontrollable black-box
VMs. Each VM is configured to generate a different set of load on CPU, memory and I/O to simulate a real world
example and induce high levels of load for between 10 seconds and 5 minutes.
The main purpose of this test scenario is to test and showcase how the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit is able to manage
and optimise data centre infrastructure in larger-scale overloaded scenarios.

2. CACTOS PREDICTION TOOLKIT
This section outlines the key requirements towards the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit for the Scientific Computing and
Business Analytics use case scenarios.

a) SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING
The CACTOS Prediction Toolkit may use models from the Runtime Model storage, described in the CACTOS
Runtime Toolkit. The topologies of the scenarios discussed in Section 1.a) serve as an infrastructure state which
CactoSim can extract for its simulative analyses.
SCENARIO PM1
CactoSim simulates the behaviour of the data centre starting from Scenario RS1. The simulation results then can
be compared to the actual results.
SCENARIO PM2
CactoSim simulates the behaviour of the data centre based on Scenario RS2. The results from the simulation then
are to be compared with the measured utilisation.

b) BUSINESS ANALYTICS
The CACTOS Prediction Toolkit may use models from the Runtime Model storage, described in the CACTOS
Runtime Toolkit. The topologies of the scenarios discussed in Section 1.b) serve as an infrastructure state which
the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit can extract for its simulative analyses via CactoSim.
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As the behaviour is currently only modelled on the basis of the CPU utilisation for black-box application, the
evaluation in (D6.5 Final results from optimisation algorithms validation and experimentation) will only evaluate
the simulation accuracy on the basis of the CPU utilization.
The following lists a set of scenarios for which this evaluation will be performed.
SCENARIO PB1
The CACTOS Prediction Toolkit extracts the current state of the platform in Scenario RB1 from the Runtime Model
Repository. The simulation results then can be compared to the actual results.
SCENARIO PB2
The CACTOS Prediction Toolkit extracts the current state of the platform in Scenario RB2 from the Runtime Model
Repository. The simulation results then can be compared to the actual results. Scenario RB3 is not evaluated
simulatively as CactoSim does not consider the computational demand on monitoring infrastructure as part of the
simulative analysis.
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VII. SCENARIO REQUIREMENTS
The use cases against which the CACTOS toolkits are evaluated, namely the Scientific Computing and the Business
Analytics use case involve data centre environments and VM deployments. The Scientific Computing use case
involves a set of batch-like computations that need to be scheduled and distributed efficiently as new jobs arrive.
The Business Analytics use case host a larger number of VMs that offer user-facing services or that provide
services to user-facing services. These VMs show low hardware utilization on average. However, the peak load of
individual VMs can be significantly higher when many users interact with their services.
Due to the difference in user groups and scenario characteristics both use cases result in a different set of
requirements that need to be met by the CACTOS tools. Section 1 outlines the requirements of the Scientific
Computing use case. Section 2 presents the requirements of the Business Analytics scenario.

1. SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING SCENARIO
The evaluation scenarios for scientific computing previously described in Section VI stated the setup and two
evaluation scenarios with low (Scenario RS1) and high (Scenario RS2) load within UULM’s OpenStack testbed. The
following will describe the requirements towards the CACTOS tools for each of the evaluation scenarios,
separately for the CACTOS Runtime and Prediction Toolkit.

a) CACTOS RUNTIME TOOLKIT
This section outlines the key requirements towards the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit in the dimensions functionality,
robustness, performance and scalability in the Scientific Computing scenario.
FUNCTIONALITY
The main functional requirements from a scientific computing point of view can be summarized as follows:
i)

Monitor the physical hardware resources, the resource utilisation and the behaviour or executed
scientific computation jobs.

ii)

Distribute VMs running scientific computation jobs in the best way with respect to resource
utilisation, job execution time and waiting time. In case of failures caused by exhausted resources the
computation should be recovered with more resources allocated.

The CACTOS Runtime Toolkit should consider the hardware affinity of the job before and during the runtime, but
also should consider a heterogeneous cloud cluster setup. The three main requirements towards the CACTOS
toolkits are described in (D7.1 Scenario Requirements on Context-Aware Topology Optimisation and Simulation,
2014) and titled as
a)

Checkpointing and recovery

b) Automatic assessment of hardware resources
c)

Runtime adaption.

From those scenario requirements various validation goals and metrics are derived in (D7.3.1 Validation Goals and
Metrics, 2014). Twelve validation scenarios were listed there in order to evaluate the functional requirements of
the CACTOS tools, reaching from initial placement of new jobs to online improvements during execution time or
failure recognition and recovery. Those functional requirements are validated in the two deliverables (D7.4.1
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Validation and Result Analysis) and (D7.4.2 Validation and Result Analysis). This includes but is not limited to the
accuracy of prediction results.

ROBUSTNESS
The CACTOS Runtime Toolkit should be able to run in and manage productive cloud setups with OpenStack with
real scientific computations running on the containing physical hardware. The software components deployed
onto the scientific cloud should be available to the cloud users at any time during their deployment. Beside
availability the actual decisions made by CACTOS and the handling of e.g. user requests should reliably lead to the
intended behaviour. Even in case of failures or wrong system inputs by users or caused by faults, the CACTOS
Runtime Toolkit should continue the intended work successfully. (D7.4.1 Validation and Result Analysis) and
(D7.4.2 Validation and Result Analysis) validate robustness together with the functional requirements against the
validation goals and metrics from (D7.3.1 Validation Goals and Metrics, 2014). One example for this from (D7.3.1
Validation Goals and Metrics) #SC.2 is: “The computation completes successfully in at least 80% of all cases”.
PERFORMANCE
Table 13 lists the performance requirements for each metric described in IV.2.b). The maxima are valid for all
evaluation scenarios.
Table 13: Performance Requirements for Scientific Computation Scenario

Runtime Monitoring Overhead



CPU utilisation average of CactoScale’s monitoring agents over 30
minutes does not surpass 5% on each compute node.



The maximum measured CPU utilisation for the CactoScale
monitoring agents does not surpass 10% on each compute node.



The network traffic delivering the monitoring data should never
surpass 20% of the maximum available bandwidth over 30 minutes
for each compute node.



The memory utilisation average of CactoScale monitoring agent does
not surpass 100 MB RAM on each compute node.



Local storage of monitoring data should be no larger than 500MB of
storage on each compute node.



The overall storage for historical data in HBase should not be larger
than 1TB for all HBase nodes summed up.



The Runtime Model Storage and its storage backend MySQL Server
fit in one VM and use not more than 50 GB of disk storage and 16GB
of RAM and 6 vCPU cores in order to provide the Runtime Model
Repository component’s services.

Latency of Model Updates



When a new node is added to CactoScale’s monitor tooling it is
represented in the models stored in the Runtime Model Storage in
less than 30 seconds



A new VM deployed on one of the compute nodes is reflected in the
models stored in the Runtime Model Storage in under 10 seconds

Frequency of Model Updates



The CPU and memory load of a compute node is updated at least
every 10 seconds in the runtime model storage
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The CPU and memory load of a virtual machine is updated at least
every 10 seconds in the runtime model storage



The disk consumption (usage and reads/writes), energy consumption
and used network bandwidth are updated at least once per minute
for compute nodes and virtual machines.

Optimisation Performance



The initial placement decision of an incoming new virtual machine
should not take longer than 7 seconds until the calling client gets a
response.



The cyclic optimiser should be executed and identify not optimal
situations every 5 minutes for the whole testbed.



Once started, the cyclic optimiser should finish in 60 seconds and
provide an optimisation plan to the VMI, if necessary.



The VMI is aware of new optimisation plans in less than one second
and finishes the execution of the optimisation plan in less than two
minutes.

Deployment Duration



The deployment of a VM of the types listed in Table 4 should not
take longer than five minutes. This includes the identification of the
VM’s behaviour model within the Online Analysis component.

SCALABILITY
The performance of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit has already been considered in the two evaluation scenarios of
the scientific computing scenario. While the RS1 is a non-scaled setup (HBase needs at least three instances), RS2
uses multiple instances for the CactoScale Model Generator, additional HBase instances and multiple Chukwa
collectors. For the evaluation of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit, the scalability must be possible by design of the
tools.

b) CACTOS PREDICTION TOOLKIT
This section outlines the key requirements towards the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit in the dimensions functionality,
robustness, performance and scalability in the Scientific Computing scenario.
FUNCTIONALITY
The functional requirements towards the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit are concerned with two distinct aspects. The
CACTOS Prediction Toolkit should first be used for the optimisation of the physical hardware resources and its
utilisation. Second, simulation as part of the prediction toolkit should simulate larger testbeds than the physically
available one. The deliverable (D7.3.1 Validation Goals and Metrics, 2014) also states validation scenarios for the
functional requirements towards CactoSim, which is part of the prediction toolkit.
Table 14: Metrics and target values for simulative evaluations of Molpro runs

Metric

Target Value

Molpro run duration

Predicted run duration has at most an error of 45%
when compared to the actual measured run duration

Molpro phases duration

The duration of each Molpro phase does not deviate
from the measured phase duration by more than 45%.

Overall utilization
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within 20% of monitored average utilization
Utilization per phase

The predicted overall utilization for CPU and HDD
within a phase are within 20% of monitored average
utilization

Table 14 lists a set of accuracy criteria, which the simulative prediction should meet for individual runs of Molpro
simulation predictions independent of the scenario-specific evaluations. (D6.5 Final results from optimisation
algorithms validation and experimentation) will validate the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit according to these
requirements.
In general, the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit should be able to simulate a large amount of compute nodes (1000) with
thousands of virtual machines. Furthermore, it should be simulate a scenario with one Molpro lccsd computation
for each compute node and filling the spare resources with other computations like DFT-based jobs.
ROBUSTNESS
If the CACTOS Prediction Toolkit is used for online optimisations in a productive setup side by side with the
CACTOS Runtime Toolkit, the criteria described for robustness for the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit are valid. The usage
of CACTOS Prediction Tools should hence not decrease the availability of the testbed where CACTOS is installed.
PERFORMANCE
Simulating the behaviour of the data centre described in Scenario PM1’s and Scenario PM2’s data centre model
over a time frame of three hours shall not take longer than 5 minutes.
SCALABILITY
The larger models are derived from Scenario PM1’s and Scenario PM2’s data centre model by multiplying the
virtual and physical topology of the existing nodes. Scalability is measured for derived models that are a
magnitude of 2 to 16 larger than the original model. The observed trend in simulation run-time should be linear.

2. BUSINESS ANALYTICS
This section outlines the key scenario requirements of the Business Analytics use case scenarios.

a) CACTOS RUNTIME TOOLKIT
This section outlines the key requirements towards the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit in the dimensions functionality,
robustness, performance and scalability in the Scientific Computing scenario.
FUNCTIONALITY
(D7.3.1 Validation Goals and Metrics, 2014) derives validation goals and metrics for evaluating the functional
quality of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. The document lists twelve validation scenarios. It uses these scenarios to
evaluate the functional requirements of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit, reaching from initial placement of new jobs
to online improvements during execution time or failure recognition and recovery. These functional requirements
are validated in the two deliverables (D7.4.1 Validation and Result Analysis) and (D7.4.2 Validation and Result
Analysis).
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ROBUSTNESS
The CACTOS Runtime Toolkit must be able to support multiple additions and removals of VMs and nodes. As a
public or private cloud changes constantly the CACTOS Runtime toolkits must be able to support these changes.
(D7.3.1 Validation Goals and Metrics, 2014) and (D7.3.2 Validation Goals and Metrics) define criteria for the
robustness of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. Using a set of metrics (D7.4.1 Validation and Result Analysis) and
(D7.4.2 Validation and Result Analysis) then evaluate the fulfilment of these metrics.
PERFORMANCE
Runtime Monitoring Overhead



CPU utilisation average of CactoScale’s monitoring agents over 30
minutes does not surpass 5%



The maximum measured CPU utilisation for the CactoScale monitoring
agents does not surpass 10%



The Memory utilisation average of the CactoScale monitoring agent
does not surpass 100 MB RAM per host.



The Memory utilisation average of CactoScale monitoring agent does
not surpass 5% of available RAM on Node.



Local storage of monitoring data per VM or compute node should be
no larger than 100 MB of storage.

Latency of Model Updates



Once a VM migration has been triggered by the Virtualisation
Middleware Integration (VMI), the migration in the CACTOS
Infrastructure Models stored in the Runtime Model Repository
reflects the newly deployed VM in less than 40 seconds after the
migration has been completed.



A new node being added to CactoScale’s monitor tooling is registered
in under 5 minutes



A new VM added to the CactoScale monitor is registered in under 5
minutes.

Frequency of Model Updates

Optimisation Performance



CPU utilisation metrics are updated faster than every minute



Power metrics are updated every minute.



Node statuses are updated at least every 10 seconds.



VM current status is updated every minute.



Power metrics should be updated under two minutes.



For 90% of the CactoOpt runs performed in this scenario, LinKernighan algorithm/energy efficiency does not take longer than 10
minutes to produce an optimisation plan.



For 90% of the CactoOpt runs performed in this scenario, Min-max
algorithms (Load balancing, consolidation) does not take longer than 5
minutes to produce an optimisation plan.

Deployment Duration



The deployment of a VM of the types described in Table 9 should not
take longer than four minutes.
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SCALABILITY
Scenario RB2 has been designed so it can be applied to evaluate the scalability of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. It
details a scaled-up scenario that uses multiple instances of the CactoScale Model Generator, additional HBase
instances and multiple Chukwa collectors.

b) CACTOS PREDICTION TOOLKIT
The following discusses central functionality, performance and scalability requirements towards the CACTOS
Prediction Toolkit for the Business Analytics scenarios.
FUNCTIONALITY
The CACTOS Prediction Toolkit is able to simulate the behaviour of a data centre modelled in CACTOS
Infrastructure Models. An initial validation (D6.2 Preliminary results from optimisation models validation and
experimentation) evaluated the core functionality of CactoSim. (D6.5 Final results from optimisation algorithms
validation and experimentation) will investigate the functional requirements addressed in the final year of the
project such as the completed integration of optimisation and simulative prediction. This includes but is not
limited to the accuracy of prediction results.
Table 15: Metrics and target values for simulative evaluations for the Business Analytics use case

Metric

Target Value

Average CPU utilization prediction error per node

The predicted overall utilization for CPU is within 20%
of monitored average utilization.

Table 15 contains the metric target value for the Business Analytics scenarios against which (D6.5 Final results
from optimisation algorithms validation and experimentation) will evaluate the simulative predictions. As the
Business Analytics use case requires that all VMs are treated as black boxes that only can be externally monitored,
a black-box behaviour model is used that models the behaviour of each VM on the basis of collected CPU load
monitoring traces.
ROBUSTNESS
The CACTOS Prediction must be able to run simulations for CACTOS Infrastructure Models used in the instances
discussed above. It needs to support all of CactoOpt’s optimisation algorithms that comply with its interface as
defined in the integration architecture as long as the algorithm itself functions according to its specification and
produces valid Optimisation Plan Model instances.
PERFORMANCE
Compared to runtime management, performance is not as critical for design-time simulations. However, it is still
important that a simulative analysis terminates for a given data centre in a reasonable amount of time. Overly long
simulation times make the tool impractical for data centre planners and managers.
Scenario PM1
Simulating the behaviour of the data centre described in PM1’s data centre model over a time frame of three
hours shall not take longer than 30 minutes.
In future iterations CactoSim will allow the simulation of run-time optimisations recommended by CactoOpt, as
well as the simulation of node failures. The simulation should not take longer than 30 minutes when simulating a
three-hour time frame plus the time required for the optimisation algorithm to complete. The algorithm time to
migrate a single VM in the event of a failure should take no longer than 5 minutes.
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Scenario PM2
For the scaled-up simulation model, the simulation should not take longer than one sixth of the time frame that is
evaluated in the simulation.
SCALABILITY
The runtime of the prediction toolkit runtime is expected to scale with the size of the data centre that is modelled
and simulated. However, to simulate a large scale production data centre of up to 200 should at most need one
sixth of the real time to be of use for the business use case.
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VIII. TOOL-SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE AND SCALABILITY TESTS
The performance and scalability of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit strongly depends upon the ability of the individual
toolkit components to handle monitoring data and topology information as encountered in large-scale data
centres. In order to better assess the scalability of the toolkit as a whole, the performance and scalability of the
tools will also be evaluated on a per-tool-basis outside of the specific evaluation scenarios. In turn, this will
support more accurate estimations for the trend analyses discussed in Section V.3.

1. CACTOSCALE CHUKWA MONITORING AGENTS
The Chukwa Monitoring Agents used by CactoScale collect local monitoring information on each compute node
throughout a data centre managed by the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit. Each Chukwa agent causes a monitoring
overhead on a local compute node, as is explained in Section IV.2.b). The size and complexity of the topology and
load information collected by an agent is independent of the actual applications running inside the VMs deployed
on a monitored node. Consequently, it is possible to evaluate the performance of the monitoring agent
independent of a specific use case. This evaluation helps to determine whether the CactoScale Chukwa agents
perform well enough to be used as part of the runtime monitoring and management of the CACTOS Runtime
Toolkit.

a) APPLICATION OF EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
The performance of the CACTOS Runtime toolkit depends upon that of the Chukwa agents with respect to two
factors. First, the Chukwa agents induce a monitoring overhead on the compute node. The monitoring overhead
potentially negatively affects the performance of the VMs running on the compute node. Second, the CACTOS
Runtime Toolkit depends on up-to-date measurements so that meaningful optimisation can be performed. The
rate and delay (c.f. Section IV.2.b)) at which the Chukwa Monitoring Agent delivers its measurements to the
collector impacts these performance characteristics.

b) EVALUATION SCENARIOS

Table 16: Evaluation scenarios for the CactoScale Chukwa Monitoring Agent

Evaluation Scenario
CMS 1.1

Application run by

Virtual Cores per

VMs

VM

Linpack

1

Linpack

1

Linpack

1

Linpack

1

4

of physical cores

Number of VMs

Memory per VM

1

Less than

1
10

of

physical memory
CMS 1.2

4

of physical cores

2

Less than

1
10

of

physical memory
CMS 1.3

4

of physical cores

4

Less than

1
10

of

physical memory
CMS 1.4

4

of physical cores

8

Less than

1
10

of

physical memory
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Table 16 lists the evaluation scenarios for the Chukwa Monitoring Agent. The application chosen to be run in each
VM is Linpack. Linpack solves a set of numeric equations with a certain problem size 𝑁. It is commonly used to
stress-test data centres as well as individual compute nodes. Linpack is chosen as it generates high CPU load which
has the biggest influence on the logging performance assuming that logging data is shared over a separate
network.
The following sections outline how the performance of the Chukwa Monitoring Agent is evaluated with respect to
the aspects measurement latency, measurement frequency, and the performance impact of monitoring.
MEASUREMENT LATENCY
The latency with which the Chukwa Monitoring Agent passes on the load measurements collected on the logical
and physical layer is measured by completing a Linpack run on one of the scenario’s VM, waiting for 60 seconds,
and then restarting the Linpack run. The point in time when the run is completed and restarted is logged locally in
the VM. Simultaneously the measurements are also logged locally within the Linpack VM and the VM or hypervisor
hosting the Chukwa Monitoring.
The latency between the point in time at which the collector receives the measurements and the measurements
are initially available can then be evaluated by applying a technique for time delay estimation (Discrete time
techniques for time delay estimation), e.g. based on cross-correlation.
MEASUREMENT FREQUENCY
The measurement frequency of the Chukwa Monitoring Agent is measured by calculating the number of
measurements pushed to the collector over a certain timeframe.
PERFORMANCE IMPACT OF MONITORING
The performance impact of monitoring is evaluated by running each of the scenarios with and without the
instrumentation of the compute node. For each of the scenarios the performance impact is determined by
comparing the average throughput (in GFLOPs) measured by the Linpack benchmarks when the applications are
instrumented.

c) EVALUATION ENVIRONMENT
The CactoScale Chukwa agent is evaluated on a single compute node in one of the CACTOS testbeds. At least 2 GB
of RAM are assigned to the hypervisor or VM that hosts the Chukwa agent.
The Chukwa agent collects all metrics collected when it is used as part of CactoScale’s runtime monitoring. The
point at which the agent pushes its measuring information to a collector via HTTP will be instrumented to
determine frequency and latency with which measurements are pushed to the collectors. The collector is
deployed on a separate dedicated node.

d) PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
The performance requirements towards the Chukwa Monitoring Agent in scenarios CMS 1.1 to 1.4 are as follows.
The latency of measurements must not surpass five seconds on average over an interval of ten minutes. The
frequency of updates has to be higher than one update every five seconds on average over an interval of ten
minutes. The throughput of the Linpack benchmark runs executed over a problem size of 100000 for evaluation
scenarios CMS 1.1 to 1.3 has to be within 5% of the scenario’s average throughput. In scenario CMS 1.4 where
there is a high amount of CPU contention, the Chukwa Monitoring Agent should not cause an average degradation
in throughput that surpasses 10%.
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e) SCALABILITY REQUIREMENTS
For each of the scenarios the latency should not increase by a factor higher than the number of additional VMs.
For scenarios CMS 1.1 to CMS 1.4 this implies that the factor should not be higher than twofold.
The model update rate should not suffer by a factor higher than the number of additional VMs. For scenarios CMS
1.1 to CMS 1.4 this implies that the factor should not be higher than twofold.
The impact of monitoring on performance also should not suffer by a factor higher than the number of additional
VMs. For scenarios CMS 1.1 to CMS 1.4 this implies that the loss in throughput should not be larger than a factor
of two.

2. RUNTIME MODEL REPOSITORY
The CactoScale Runtime Model Updater updates the CACTOS Infrastructure Models stored in the Runtime Model
Repository based on monitoring data collected by CactoScale’s Chukwa agents (c.f. Section II.1.a)). The models
stored in the Runtime Model Repository need to reflect the topology and load of the managed data centre.
Section a) outlines how the performance and scalability evaluation methodology can be applied to evaluate the
performance of the Runtime Model Repository. Section b) presents the evaluation scenarios in which the Runtime
Model Repository’s performance and scalability will be evaluated. Section c) presents the evaluation environment
for the evaluation of the Runtime Model’s chosen realisation. Finally, Section d) provides the performance
requirements towards the Runtime Model Repository in each of the scenarios.

a) APPLICATION OF EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
The technology stack chosen for the Runtime Model Repository needs to support the storage and management of
models representing larger data centres. For this the runtime model not only needs to be able to store these
models, it also needs to support model updates with sufficient latency (c.f. Section V.1.b)) and frequency (c.f.
Section V.1.c)).
The performance testing methodology presented in the Sections V.1.b) and V.1.c) can be applied to the evaluation
of performance for the Runtime Model Repository. Instead of measuring the performance of the Runtime Model
Repository in the context of a real use case, the performance is instead evaluated for a fully controllable artificial
load setup.
Scalability between the individual scenarios is evaluated as the ratio of the evaluated performance metric of the
model and that of the smallest comparable scenario. A scenario is considered comparable to a baseline scenario if
the model is no characteristic of the model is less complex than the baseline scenario.

b) EVALUATION SCENARIOS
The performance tests will be performed for a set of CACTOS models. The basic topology of these models is based
on the models extracted from UULM’s testbed. The topology of UULM’s testbed is used as a template for the
generated models. The models are scaled in size by duplicating the compute nodes and VMs, as well as their
connections among each other.
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Table 17: Evaluation scenarios for the runtime model scalability tests

Scenario

Number of Compute Nodes

Number of VMs per Compute Node

RMT 1.1

100

10

RMT 1.2

100

100

RMT 2.1

500

10

RMT 2.2

500

100

RMT 3.1

1000

10

RMT 3.2

1000

100

RMT 4.1

5000

10

RMT 4.2

5000

100

RMT 5.1

10000

10

RMT 5.2

10000

100

Table 17 contains a set of scenarios in which the performance of the Runtime Model Repository will be evaluated.
Scenarios RMT 1.1 to RMT 3.2 cover data centres of sizes that the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit prototype needs to be
able to automatically manage. Four additional scenarios RMT 4.1 to RMT 5.2 are evaluated to determine whether
the chosen technology is fit for use when managing data centres of very large scale when used by optimized
production-quality software.
The number of VMs is varied between 10 and 100 to reflect data centres that host larger VMs as well data centres
hosting small-scale VMs.
In order to assess the performance of model accesses and updates a set of load drivers will be used whose scope
and frequency of model access reflects those of the components in the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit that interact with
the Runtime Model Repository.
Table 18: Load drivers for the evaluation of the runtime model repository

Load

Query Size

Driver

Query
Freq.
1 per

Updater

𝑀𝑖𝑛(#𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠, 1000)
20

Load

2 ∙ 𝑀𝑖𝑛(#𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠, 1000)

Topology

Updater
Optimiser

Update Size

1 per

min.

𝑀𝑖𝑛(#𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠, 1000)
20

6 per

2 ∙ 𝑀𝑖𝑛(#𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠, 1000)

6 per

1 per
min.

Number of Instances

Freq.

min.
𝑀𝑖𝑛(#𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠, 1000)

Update

min.
min.

𝑀𝑖𝑛(#𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠, 1000)
20

1 per
min.

⌈

#𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠
⌉
1000

⌈

#𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠
⌉
1000

𝑀𝑖𝑛(#𝑁𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠, 1000)
20

Table 18 gives an overview of the amount of load caused by each of the load drivers in terms of query and update
sizes and frequencies. For the larger evaluation scenarios multiple instances of the load drivers are run
simultaneously. The model elements selected by each of the load driver instances are non-overlapping with the
elements selected by load driver instances of the same type.
The Topology Updater load driver corresponds to the subcomponent of the Runtime Model Updater that updates
the topology with changes triggered by optimisations, such as the migration of VMs. It is assumed that at most
one out of 20 VMs or physical machines are affected by a topology change over the course of a minute.
The Optimiser load driver simulates the load caused by CactoOpt’s CyclicOptimiser component and the
optimisation backend. The Optimiser periodical
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The Optimiser load driver simulates the continuous updating of load measurements.
Table 19: Models queried and updated by the load drivers

Load Driver

Queried Models

Updated Models

Topology Updater

Logical Data Centre Model and

Logical Data Centre Model and

Physical Data Centre Model

Physical Data Centre Model

Logical Load Model and Physical

Logical Load Model and Physical

Load Model

Load Model

Logical Data Centre Model and

Optimisation Plan

Load Updater
Topology Updater

Physical Data Centre Model
Table 19 outlines the models queried and updated by each of the load drivers.

Randomly select M based
on Load Driver type
M
Get M from Runtime
Model Repository
M
Update attributes of
subset of M

Figure 9: Activity diagram outlining the load generation on the Runtime Model Repository

Each load driver behaves as depicted in Figure 9. First, the load driver selects a random sample M from all the
queried models. This sample is then fetched from the Runtime Model Repository. Finally, the load driver updates a
subset of M. The only exception to this last update step is the Topology Updater. Instead of updating a subset of
the previously selected model elements, the Optimiser instead generates a new Optimisation Plan instance (c.f.
II.2.c)).

c) EVALUATION ENVIRONMENT
Since CDO has been chosen to implement CACTOS’ Runtime Model Repository, the evaluation will be carried out
for a CDO Model Repository server running CDO version 4.3 or higher. The CACTOS Infrastructure Models are
loaded onto the CDO server as CDO-native models, as is the case for the models in the real Runtime Model
Repository’s setup.
The CDO server will be deployed on a single data-centre scale management node. The current target deployment
environment is a Dell PowerEdge R815 server with four AMD Opteron 6174 processors and 256 GB of RAM. The
CDO server will be deployed in a VM that is assigned at least 16 cores and 64 GB of RAM. Aside from the CDO
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server, no additional load will be put on the server. In addition to the CDO server, a MySQL database server of
version 5.6 or higher will be deployed on the same server. The database server will be deployed in the same VM
but might be moved to an additional VM to support the larger-scale evaluation scenarios RMT 4.1 to RMT 5.1.

d) PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS
This section outlines the key performance requirements against which the Runtime Model Repository’s realisation
via CDO technology will be evaluated.
QUERY AND UPDATE DURATION
The sum of query and update time on average must not surpass the minimum of query and update frequency. This
ensures that the model updates are usually finished before the next update iteration triggered by the same model
updater is executed. Otherwise the models cannot be updated with the desired frequency.
UPDATE LATENCY
The updates triggered by each load driver on average must be completed within the inverse of the load driver’s
update frequency’s time. This ensures that all subsequent model updates of all tools that interact with the
Runtime Model Repository are made on an information basis that is at most as old as the maximum of the inverse
of their own update rate and the update rate of all other tools that interact with the Runtime Model Repository.

e) SCALABILITY REQUIREMENTS
Defining numeric thresholds for the scalability of the Runtime Model Repository is challenging. In order for the
Runtime Model Repository to be considered scalable it must, however, show linear scaling with respect to the size
of the stored models and the number of clients that update its models. Thus, the scalability of the Runtime Model
Repository is considered to be fulfilled if the scalability evaluations for the scenarios described in Section b) can be
approximated by a concave trend curve with an R-squared value higher than 0.9.
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IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This document outlined the methodology for evaluating the quality of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit and the
CACTOS Prediction Toolkit. Metrics and criteria for evaluating relevant quality characteristics were discussed and
applied to both CACTOS toolkits.
The evaluation methodology is applied to both the Business Analytics as well as the Scientific Computation use
case. The document hereby focuses on performance and scalability. The document derives concrete metric goals
and evaluation criteria for each of the use case requirements towards the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit and the
CACTOS Prediction Toolkit. The presented scalability analysis complements the performance experiments. It
allows estimating the performance of the CACTOS toolkits in testbed scenarios, which are larger than the CACTOS
testbeds. A tool-specific evaluation complements the scenario-based evaluation. This tool-specific evaluation aids
in assessing the performance and scalability potential of crucial components throughout the CACTOS Runtime
Toolkit.
Performance and scalability of the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit will be evaluated in (D5.5 Performance Evaluation of
the CACTOS Toolkit on a Small Cloud Testbed). (D7.4.1 Validation and Result Analysis) and (D7.4.2 Validation and
Result Analysis) have or will investigate other quality characteristics outlined as part of the evaluation
methodology. This includes an evaluation of the benefit gained by using the CACTOS Runtime Toolkit, i.e. an
increase in energy efficiency or number of completed scientific computations. (CACTOS Consortium, 2016) will also
apply the performance and scalability evaluation methodology to the PlayGen use case. (D6.5 Final results from
optimisation algorithms validation and experimentation) will carry out the evaluation of the simulation.
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